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ABSTRACT

The major part of this work is concerned with 
the development of the apparatus and the techniques 
involved in the measurements of the load-deflection 
characteristics of a pneumatic tyre and its associated 
changes in the pressure and volume of the air contained 
in it. A satisfactory results were obtained from this 
arrangement.

From the measurements of the changes in volume 
and pressure of the air in the tyre, relationship was 
derived whereby the volume of the tyre at a particular 
inflation pressure was determined. The volume obtained 
by this method agree favourably with the valŷ e obtained by 
the conventional method of filling the tyre][['water, and 
also it has the advantage over the conventional method due 
to its ease of operation.

The most important aspect of this work is to 
determine qualitatively the amount of work required to 
deform the tyre structure. This is determined from the 
relationship that the work done on the structure is the 
difference between the total work done and the work done 
on air. An isothermal process was assumed.

It was found that the work done on the structure 
accounts for only 10-20% of the total external work done on 
the tyre and is independent of the inflation pressure.

A simplified quantitative treatment^ of the result 
based on the Gent and Thomas theory of air spring was 
developed and it agrees satisfactorily with the experimental 
results.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 History.

The pneumatic tyre was first patented in England 
by Robert Thompson in 184.5. It was made up of pneumatic 
tubes made of several layers of canvas saturated in a rubber 
solution, cemented together and vulcanised. However, it was 
not until 1888, when John Boyd Dunlop applied the basically 
same type of tyre to the wheels of his son’s bicycle to make 
it more comfortable to ride, that the use of pneumatic tyre 
really become well-known (1).

Pneumatic tyres has undergone numerous construc
tional developments since then with separate plies of cotton 
cord being introduced in about 1916, introduction of modern 
radial tyres in the lates 194-0’s and the deval.^pment of the 
modern tubeless tyre in the early 1950’s (2).

1.2 General structure of a tyre.

The modern pneumatic tyre is a highly complex 
load carrying structure because it is made of a composite 
of rubber, cords and steel wire. The composite nature of 
the tyre gives rise to a body which is neither homogeneous 
nor isotropic. Fig. 1.1. shows the structural regions and



and components of a bias-ply or cross-ply truck tyre and it 
illustrares the principal features of any form of pneumatic 
tyre.

Fig. 1.1.- Structural components (3)

Basically the components of the pneumatic tyre
may be divided into its primary and secondary components*
The primary components constitute the carcass plies» beads»
belt and tread. They are responsible for the fundamental
tyre characteristics» geometric shape and the stress-strain

•

capacity. The secondary components such as chafers»
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flippers or ply turn-up, and breakers, reinforce or protect 
the primary components from high stress concentration by 
distributing forces over greater areas or through materials 
capable of withstanding particular stress conditions. They 
are used to modify the tyre's mechanical properties to 
obtain special characteristics.

1.3 Construction of tyres

Basically the construction of the tyre can be 
classified into three types, namely a) bias or cross-ply 
tyre, b) bias-belted tyre and, c) radial-ply tyre. These 
three constructions are shown in Figs. 1.2, 1.3» and 1./. 
respectively.

The difference between these three types of tyre 
lies in the construction of the casing and the presence of 
the belt around the outer circumference of the'casing.

In a cross-ply tyre, the casing consists of two 
or more plies of rubberised cord fabric. The cords on each 
ply crossed the cords on the adjacent ply at approximately 
equal angle with the meridian. The crown angle, i.e, the 
angle at which the cords cross the centre circumferential 
line determine the stiffness of the casing and hence the 
comfort and stability of the ride. A low crown angle will 
give good stability and steering performance, but a harsh
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fibres in the manufacture of tyres has been reported by 
Young(5) and Gardner(6).

Typical composition of a tread formulation is shown 
in Table 1.1. The choice of materials used is an important 
factor in a bid to get the desired optimum properties. A 
compromise has to be made in many instances since some 
requirements are mutually exclusive. For example compounds 
which have lower hysteresis and hence a lower rolling resis
tance coefficient are deficient in other properties such as 
wear and resistance to skidding.

Table 1.1. Tread composition of typical 
passenger car tyre(7)

Ingredient
Styre.ne/Butadiene Rubber
Poiybutadiene Rubber
Zinc Oxide
Stearic Acid
Prccess Oii
Carbon Biack
Antioxidant/Antiozonant
Sulfur
Accelerator

Percentaoo (w t)  
23-28 
15-18 
1-2 

0.5-1 
18-22 
30-35* 

0.5-1 
0.5-1 
0.3-0.B

Function
Rubber
Rubber
Vulcanization Activator 
Vulcanization Activator 
processing Aid 
Reinforcing Mnterlal 
Protective Material 
Crosslinking Agent 
Vulcanization Catalyst

Raw Material 
Refined Petroleum (light) 
Refined Petroleum (light) 
Zinc Metal
Refined Animal Fat * 
Refined Petroleum (heavy) 
Petroleum By-Product ’ 
Refined Petroleum (light) 
Refined Sulfur 
Refined Petroleum (light)

The fabric/cords used in the manufacture of a tyre 
has changed considerably during the years. The selection of 
the specific cord construction and material depends on the 
intended service requirements» the inflation stress level 
and from the economic point of view, on the cost of the

e

materials.



ride , and as speed and inflation pressure increase, the 
cross-sectional shape of the tyre will show a considerable 
distortion. Increasing the angle will give a softer ride 
with an inadvertable loss of stability. Most cross-ply 
tyres have crown angle in the range of 36-4.1 degrees.

In the case of radial-ply tyre, the crown angle 
is 90 degrees. This gives maximum flexibility but minimum 
directional stability. A belt of two or more layers of 
fabric or steel rubberised cords is fitted around the outer 
circumference of the casing to provide the necessary 
directional stability needed. The cord angle of the belt 
are usually in the region of 18-21 degrees with the centre 
line along the circumference depending on the material used.

The bias-belted tyre is a combination of the 
cross-ply and the radial ply in its construction. It is 
claimed to combine the advantage of both. It has bias type 
of casing and a belt around the casing. It has not proved 
to be a commercial success and the market is being in
creasingly dominated by the radial construction.

1-A Materials used in a tyre.

Basically a tyre is made up of cords impregnated 
with rubber, a tread made of a suitably compounded rubber 
and wire bead. A review of the development of cords and



fibres in the manufacture of tyres has been reported by 
Young(5) and Gardner(6).

Typical composition of a tread formulation is shown 
in Table 1.1. The choice of materials used is an important 
factor in a bid to get the desired optimum properties. A 
compromise has to be made in many instances since some 
requirements are mutually exclusive. For example compounds 
which have lower hysteresis and hence a lower rolling resis
tance coefficient are deficient in other properties such as 
wear and resistance to skidding.

Table 1.1. Tread composition of typical 
passenger car tyre(7)

Inorĉlcr.t
Styrene/Butadiene Rubber 
Polybutadiene Rubber 
Zinc Oxide 
Stearic Acid 
Process Oil 
Carbon Black 
Antioxidant/Antiozonant 
Sulfur 
Accelerator

Percentaoe (wt.) 
23-28 
15-18 
1-2 

0.5-1 
18-22 
30-35* 
0.5-1 
0.5-1 
0.3-0.6

Function
Rubber
Rubber
Vulcanization Activator 
Vulcanization Activator 
Processing Aid 
Reinforcing Mnterlal 
Protective Material 
Crosslinking Agent 
Vulcanization Catalyst

Raw Material 
Refined Petroleum (light) 
Refined Petroleum (light) 
Zinc Metal
Refined Animal Fat * 
Refined Petroleum (heavy) 
Petroleum By-Product' 
Refined Petroleum (light) 
Refined Sulfur 
Refined Petroleum (light)

The fabric/cords used in the manufacture of a tyre 
has changed considerably during the years. The selection of 
the specific cord construction and material depends on the 
intended service requirements* the inflation stress level 
and from the economic point of view, on the cost of the

e

materials.



Currently cords are made from a variety of 
materials such as rayon, nylon, polyester, glass fibre 
and steel wire. Each of these cord materials has qualities 
desirable for specific structural design and applications. 
Some of the relative properties of cord materials currently 
used are shown in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2. Cord material properties(3)

; ’vlon.

Z'v-'--: .-peed 
l:r.vv::
hr' .:<■

Mod';'-.IS
Pin., ;rior..il Ttabilir/
. Shrinkage.

Gro'.vth, V 
Moiswre.

Heat resistance rating 
Wet strength. Tj 
Flatspotting rating 
Specific gravity

Polyester.
in.

Jia

Viberglars. 
0.021 in. 

di.a

Wire. 
0.014 in. 

dia

T.5 CV* «’

07.0 7.'.7 .71.0
7S.0 93.0 C9.0

17.0 4.0 2.0
1000.0

3.0 0.1 0.1
3.0 o;i 0.1
0.3 0 .: 0.1

210.0 1000.0 1000.0
90.0 99.0 99.0

100.0 300.0 300.0
1.23 «••V a* 7.3

Rayon, which replaced cotton as the principal 
tyre cord fibre has itself under the threat of being 
replaced by the newer cord fibre such as polyester and 
nylon in the carcass construction and by steel wire, 
glass fibre S-nd aramid in belt construction.

8
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1.5 Energy consumed by a tyre.

When a tyre is externally loaded, a portion of the 
tyre in contact with the road will be flattened. As well as 
the tyre being flattened, there are also extensive changes 
in the geometry of the tyre within the vicinity of the 
contact region(8).

These distortions are created as a result of the 
following factors, namely:

1. The creation of the bending strains in the 
tread and the belt/breaker of the tyre due 
to bending.

2. The formation of the compression strains in 
the tread as it is being compressed against 
the surface.

3. A tyre, being a doubly curved surface struc
ture, when flattened there exists a region 
around the contact area where it extends. The 
sidewall bulge is the result of this extension

4.. The cords in the tyre suffers both the effect 
of extensions and compressions. Owing to 
their rigidity they do not stretch much, but



rather undergo substantial local changes to 
accomodate the extensions and compressions.
This effect is generally known as 'squirming*.
As a result of this shear strains are developed 
in the rubber. This effect is more pronounced 
in the cross-ply tyre than in the radial tĵ re.

All these distortions combine to form a complex 
distortion pattern.

Thus, as a tyre rolls each of its components will 
undergo the process of stretching, bending, shearing and 
relaxing. These components, being hysteretic in nature,tend 
to retain part of the energy and dissipate it as heat. Thus 
energy is being consumed by the tyre.

It has been stated on energy losses in tyres(9) 
that 90-95 percent of the energy loss is due to the hysteresis 
of the rubber and the cords, 5-10 percent-.to the friction 
between the tyre and road due to slip, and 1.5-3 percent to 
friction of tyre with air. While there is general agree
ment regarding the percentage loss due to hyteresis, there 
are differences in opinion on the ratio of distribution of 
the losses attributable to each of the two major components, 
namely, tyre cords and tyre compounds (10,11,12,13)- At the 
moment, it is generally accepted that the cords contribute 
to about 20-î O percent of total energy losses and thab the

10



rubber compounds contribute the most of it. Hence 
improvement or change in the nature and amount of the rubber 
compounds used in the tyre will bring about the greatest 
improvement in the rolling losses of tyre. This has long 
been realised by the number of new inventions being patented 
(14.,15fl6) to mention a few. Fig. 1.5* shows the contri
butions of the various components to the rolling losses 
of tyre.

-V»- V*.-*.,

I’ C •. ■ .•*'7* 1̂  ?• •
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Fig. 1.5. Distribution of the rolling losses 
in the tyre components(17)

Reduction in the rolling losses of the tyre can 
also be brought about by the changes in the construction 
and design of the tyre. Studies(18) have shown that,

V. -

depending on operating conditions, a 20-30 percent 
difference in rolling loss exists between tne cross-ply 
and radial ply tyres especially in radial tyres having belt 
made up of steel cords. This difference is particularly 
due to the smaller deformation of the tread band and larger

11
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deformation of the sidewalls of the radial tyres. Low 
profile tyres also has a significant effect on the rolling 
losses of the tyre. Owing to their greater longitudinal 
tension and the lesser transversal tension of the belt, 
this will give rise to smaller deformations of the tyre 
tread band and consequently to a lower rolling resi.stance.

The effect of operating variables such as load, 
deflection and inflation pressure on the rolling losses of 
tyre has been extensively studied and is being comprehen
sively reviewed by Clark(19), Schuring(20) and recently by 
Chang and Shackleton(17). A lattice plot showing the 
effect of the operating variables on the rolling losses of 
tyre is shown in Fig. 1.6. Amongst other things, it 
indicates that at constant deflection the rolling losses 
increases with increase in load and inflation pressure.
If on the other hand, the load is held constant then the 
influence of deflection is more dominant than inflation 
pressure on the rolling losses of tyre(21,22).

1M

.4 0 *  /  . r .  i

■■■ -îJ
; . r, iivi'iil
•  ^  ■Vt,

Fig. 1.6 Lattice plot of rolling losses as a 
function of load, inflation pressureand deflection (20).
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1 . 6 . Ob.iectives of thepro.iect.

The main objective of this project is to study 
the energy storage characteristics of a statically loaded 
tyre of different constructions under a range of radial 
loads and inflation pressures. Apparatus to accurately 
measure the changes in tyre pressure» volume and deflection 
under load will be constructed and, therefore some time 
will be spent in detailing the design, construction and 
calibration of this equipment.

The requirements of the apparatus that will be 
needed to determine the energy storage in this project may 
conveniently be divided into two parts, namely;

1. Load application and deflection measuring 
assembly.

2. Equipment to measure the'changes in the 
pressure and volume of the air under 
investigation.

The work to be carried out is therefore a 
fundamental investigation into the energy changes that 
occurs when an inflated tyre is loaded. It is perhaps 
surprising in view of the very widespread use of tyres that 
more work has not been published in this area. In the

13



early days of tyre development progress in tyre design 
and construction was made by empirical trial and error and 
fundamental scientific work was bypassed. In this case, 
however, it is still a useful area for investigation 
because fundamental studies can provide a better under
standing of the importance of tho air and carcass contri
bution to load carrying performance of tyres and also as 
indication whether or not development of non-pneumatic 
tyres are feasible.

M

This thesis has been arranged into eight chapters. 
The present chapter has been concerned with a general 
introduction to the structure and components of the tyre 
and its influence to the rolling losses, together with 
the objectives of this investigation. Chapter 2 deals with 
the survey of literature pertaining to this work. Chapter 
3 is concerned with the fundamental theory of the Equation 
of state of the air and the First Law of thermodynamics. 
Chapter 4. describes the experimental apparatus developed 
and the theory of determining the volume of the tyre based 
on the measurement of the changes in the volume and pressure 
of the air contained in the tyre. It also describes the 
application of the Equation of state and the thermodynamics 
Laws for the calculation of work done on air during the 
compression and and expansion process. Chapter 5 describes 
the experimental procedures; this include the determination 
of the parameters characterising the performance of the

14
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loading process and the calibration of the system. Chapter .. 
6 presents and discuss the results which have been obtained 
for the effect of the investigated variables upon the 
energy changes in the tyre. Chapter 7 is concerned with 
the application of a simplified theory based on Gent and 
Thomas tiieory of air-spring In predicting the load-doi'leotion 
behaviour of tyres. Chapter 8 gives a summary of tho 
main conclusions which have emerged from this work, together 
with the suggestions for further work.

Following the main body of this thesis, appendices 
give the mathematical formulae for the analysis of the 
experimental errors of the ds.ta, and the computer programs 
to perform the calculation and analysis

15
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CHAPTER 2

SURVEY OF LITERATURE.

As mentioned in the preceeding chapter, a pneu
matic tyre is a toroidal shell made up of superimposed 
layers of rubberised cords. The cords may be of several 
different natural or synthetic fibres, or metal and the 
matric in which they are imbedded may be of natural or 
synthetic rubbers. As a result of this combination of 
materials of different rigidity, a high degree of anisotropy 
existed in the rubber-cord structure. Although the problem 
of stress analysing a pneumatic tyre under radial load has 
attracted the effort of many researchers, due to the 
complexity of the tyre structure, it is still not fully 
understood. The earliest known publication in this field 
was the work of Schippel (1).

The first step in an attempt to analyse stresses 
in a pneumatic tyre is the determination of an equation 
for the equilibrium shape of the tyre.

2.1. Shapes of pneumatic tyres.

An extensive review of th e theory of the equi
librium shapes of pneumatic tyre is presented by Frank and 
Hofferberth (2) and later by YoshimuraO) Generally

16



the equilibrium shape of thepneumatic tyre could be 
approximated by the use of the following theories.

(a) Network theory
(b) Membrane theory
(c) Shell theory

The network theory which is widely accepted as 
a basis for the calculation of the bias tyre is a result 
of the work of Hofferberth (4.) which was published in the 
1 9 5 6 . Purdy had carried out some work in this field in 
1928, however, his work was not published until 1963(5). 
This theory assumes that the entire inflation load is 
being carried by the cords in the carcass. These cords 
are assumed to behave as a trellis with the effect of 
rubber being neglected. The equation governing the shape 
of the inflated tyre in terms of its dimensions and its 
cords path is expressed in the form of hyperelliptical 
integral for which there is no known direct solution. 
Biderman(6) overcome this problem through the use of

/

numerous nomograms based on graphical and numerical 
procedures (7 ), Bukhin (8 ) later extended the work of 
Biderman by taking into consideration the effect of the 
elongation of the cords.

With the advent of modern computers, Lauterbach 
and Ames (9) and Frank and Ellis (1 0 )incorporated a'digital

i7



computer to solve the complicated equation and obtained 
estimates of cords stresses. An extension of the theory 
whereby the cord path is taken into account has been 
performed by Ames and Walston (11).

The presence of the belt in radial tyres possod 
a different problem in the calculation of its equilibrium 
shapes because of the non-suitability of the network 
models. A laminar model which is based on the membrane 
and network theory was proposed by Robecchi et. al.(l2). 
This theory which takes into account the strength of the 
orthotropic structure of the cord plies seems to satisfy 
the condition imposed by the radial tyres. Later shell 
theory which incorporates the flexural rigidity of the 
tyre belt was used to predict the shape of radial tyres. 
This theory is best exemplified by the work of Brewer (13)

An alternative approach which is based on the 
principle of energy minimisation was developed by Clark 
et. al (1^). This approach has the benefit of overcoming 
the tedious problem encounterd by Brewer in dealing with' 
orthotropic toroid inflation problem. Koutny(l5 ) on the 
other hand applied this method to the energy of the air 
contained in the tyre to predict its equilibrium shape.

The use of Finite Element Method (FEM) in the 
field of structural engineering is well-known but no.t so 
in the tyre industry. One of the pioneers to introduce

18



the FEM in tyre is Zorowski(l6 ). He used it to model the 
shape of a rotating tyre. Nowadays, with the deeper 
understanding of the nature of the orthotropic laminates 
and the availability of more powerful computers, the use 
of FEM in the rilbber industry has become widespread.

2.2 . Effect of internal pressure on profile shape.

When the tyre is pressurised, at first the 
volume of the tyre changed substantially but on subsequent 
increase in pressure produced no significant increase in 
the volume of the tyre. This behaviour was observed by 
Biderman et. al.(17) in their work on a 9.00-20 cross-ply 
truck tyre. They proposed that at low pressure the shape 
of the tyre was determined by forces acting on the rubber 
only whereas at higher inflation pressures the shape 
changes depend on elongation of the cords which is very 
difficult in view of their rigidity. Clark^et. al.(14.), 
amongst others, have carried out some work on the effect 
of cord angles and cord stiffness upon the shape of an 
inflated truck tyre. They found that the inflated shape 
of a tyre made from rayon cords to be substantially 
different from the shape of a tyre made from nylon cords. 
This is shown in Figs. 2.1a and 2.1b.

In the case of radial tyre, Robecchi(12) have 
carried out calculations for the 165SR13 tyre. Amongst

19
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Fig. 2.1. Comparison of an inflated and initial shape 
of truck tyre at 75 psi. (14-)
(a) Nylon cord (b) Rayon cord 

other things they found that there is not very much change 
in shape from the uninflated to the inflated state,Fig.2 .2 .

Fig. 2.2. Comparison between the shapes of an uninflated 
and inflated 165 SR13 tyre (12)
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2.3. Effect of shape of tyre on the load carrying 
capacity of tyre.

W.L. Jackson (18) claimed that the load carrying 
capacity of a tyre could be increased by changing the 
curyature of the sidewall i.e.» by straigtening the walls 
of the tyre. The straigtening of the walls will enhance 
the pneumatic stiffness of the tyre and thus increased its 
load carrying capacity. The relationship between the 
pneumatic stiffness and the shape factor is deriyed.

Monzini (19) used the same equation to relate 
pneumatic stiffness to sidewall curvature but he extrapolates 
in a different direction to arrive at a tyre having a 
radically different shape which again offers improved load 
carrying capacity.

Markow (20) bas taken a different approach to 
bring aoout an increase in the load-carrying capacity of the 
tyre. Instead of the conventional breaker construction, 
he uses sheets, of steel thereby producing a tyre having a 
different cross-sectional shape which is capable of carrying 
a standard load at a greatly reduced inflation pressure.

G.V. Nadezdin (21) on the other hand have 
carried out an experimental study of the effect rim width 
on the deformation of tyre by varying the ratio of rim 
width to width of tyre. He concluded that increasing the
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ratio of rim width to width of tyre increases the tyre 
loading capacity and also that the tyre-loading capacity 
depends upon the change in the air-volume with radial 
deformation.

Slyudikov (22) experimental with model tyres 
having different aspect ratios. He found that a reduction 
in the aspect ratio brings about a decrease in the tension 
of the carcass due to inflation pressure and as a consequence 
of this an increase in the radial stiffness of the tyre.

Another theoretical approach based on the 
principles of calculus of variations and laws of thermo
dynamics was developed by Koutny (15) Using this approach 
the volume of the model tyre under radial deformation can 
be estimated and hence the change in volume. He claimed 
that the predicted change volume of the tyre under 
deformation were in close agreement with the results 
obtained experimentally.

2.A- Mechanism ef lotad transaission.

The mechanism of load transmission from a contact 
surface to the rim has been postulated by Gough (23)» He 
postulates that there are two mechanisms involved and that 
these take place simultaneously.
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The first mechanism is between the tread band 
and the wheel whereby the tyre behaves as a structure. 
This is analogous to that of a cycle wheel where the hub 
hangs by the steel wire spokes from the top of the rim.

/ / / (

(b)

Fig. 2.3. Schematic diagram of the tensions in 
the spokes (a) Unloaded (b) Loaded.

If the weight of the hub is assumed to be 
negligible, then the initial tension in all the spokes will 
be' the same and the nett outward forces will be zero.
When a plate is pressed against the lower sector of the 
rim, part of the spokes in this sector will experience 
a reduction in the tension whereas the spokes in the upper 
sector will experience an increase in their tension. As 
a result of this imbalance of tension there will be a nett
upwards force.
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In the case of a tyre this upwards force will 
pull the bead coil above the contact region upwards against 
the base of the wheel rim and hence transmitting the 
contact force to the wheel.

The second mechanism of load transmission can be 
explained in terms of a tyre behaving as an inflated 
membrane. On inflation tension is introduced into the cords 
and this is resisted by the tension developed in the bead 
coil. The initial radial component of bead coil reaction 
is shown in the diagram as f and

f = t^cos 0^ = Pr cos 0o 0 0 0 0 (2.1 )

where t is the reaction at the bead coil, P is the o
inflation pressure and r is the radius of curvature,

 ̂ if ffj

(a )

Fig. 2 .4.. Schematic diagram of the reaction at 
the bead coil. (a) Inflation
(b) Inflation and loaded.
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When a load is applied onto the tyre, this causes 
the sidewall near the contact patch to deflect and hence 
there is an increase in the curvature of the wall. As a 
consequence of this there is a reduction in the tension of 
the cords and hence a reduction in the radial component of 
the reaction at the bead coil to f where

f = Pr COS0 (2.2)

This unbalances the forces round the bead with the nett 
result the bead coil in the lower section being pulled 
upwards against the base wheel rim.

A secondary form of support mechanism is provided 
by bending moments. Applied through the lower sidewall to 
the bead, as shown in Fig. 2.5.

Fig. 2 .5 . Bending moments exerted by the lower 
region of the sidewalls.
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Thus from these mechanisms of support it is 
evident that the wheel is not supported within the tyre 
by air pressure but rather by the air pressure stiffened 
tyre structure.

2.5. Contact between a tyre and road.

When a tyre is deformed by a vertical load, there 
will exist a balance in the contact region between the 
applied load and the integral of the pressure over the 
whole of the contact area.

In the case of a tyre having an infinitely thin 
wall, the pressure will be equal to the inflation pressure 
and its distribution over the contact area will be equal.
In an actual tyre, the contact pressure will not be equal 
to the inflation pressure and it will be unequally distributed 
over the contact area. This is due to the inherent stiffness 
of the tyre tread, sidewall and carcass, i’ig* 2 . 6  shows 
the distribution of the pressure of a radial tyre. It is 
evident that the pressure is high at the edges and low at 
the centre of the contact area.

See overleaf.

Fig. 2.6. Pressure distribution
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Fig. 2.6. Pressure distribution of a radial-ply 
automobile tyre (3 2 )

•j'f

(a)

Fig. 2.7a.

(b)

•>:c
i ’ •i' r ' i I

11
•» i i

À

‘M! it-* t i -

(o)
Contact patch of automobile and 
aeroplane tyre.
(a) radial-ply tyre and (b) cross-ply 

tyre autonobile tyres(3 3 )
(c) aeroplane tyres (34. )
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2.5.1 Contact Area

The shape of the contact area depends on the 
cross-sectional shape and structure of the tyre. For an 
aeroplane tyre, it has a shape more or less of an ellipse. 
Fig. 2.7.- Automobile tyres, on bhe other hand due to the 
stiffness of its structure especially at its shoulder, 
exhibit a contact area which is almost rectangular in shape

Simplified theory for the calculation of the 
area of contact between a tyre a flat surface, is based on 
an equation relating to the geometry of intersection of a 
toroidal envelope of revolution by a plane. Fig. 2.8. In 
deriving this equation, it is assumed that the deformed 
tyre undergoes no distortion in the contact region. From 
Fig. 2.8, an equation relating the contact length and the 
diameter and deflection of the tyre is given as.

-Ic - { lc )2D d : (2-3 )

and the width of the contact is given by the expression.

b = wz - z c c (2.i.)

Since the contact area is elliptical in shape, its value is 
given by

A „a . bA = TT-r T
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= TTZ (2.5 )/ (w - z) (D. - z.) cl c  ̂ c

~ TTZ / D W

Regarding the contact length when the flexural 
rigidity of the tyre in the circumferential direction is 
taken into consideration, the actual contact length will 
be smaller than that calculated from equation (2.3 ). 
Rotta (2/.) proposes the relationship

a' a - 0.08R, ( 2.6  )

where a“ is the actual contact length.

Experimental works carried out by Rekitar (25) 
on truck tyres, Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd. as reported by 
Hadekel (26) and Smiley and Horne (27) on aeroplane tyres 
suggest that the actual contact length is related to the 
choid length according to the relationship.

where

a" = k a (2-7 )
k = 0 . 7   ̂ 0 . 8  for automobile tyre

= 0 . 8 5 for aeroplane tyres
IcfijHi

Fig. 2.7 shows the variation of the contact^against vertical 
deflection for various aeroplane tyres.

2.0 . Relationship between pressure rise and volume 
change.

When an inflated pneumatic tyre is deflected by 
a vertical load there will be a decrease in the volume of the
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air in the tyre and as a consequence of this there will 
be a corresponding rise in the pressure of the air. The 
relationship between the volume change and pressure rise
may be approximated according to the equation'27

or

(Pi.a" = Ps,a''o
n = 1 ( 2.8 )

where P. = the initial absolute inflation pressure if a

= pressure rise

= initial air volume

= change in volume 
= polytropic exponent

For small pressure and volume changes» equation ( 2.8) can 
J?y means of binomial series expansion of the factor (1 +AV_)̂  
and neglect small higher order terms, be put in the
simple form

(1 + (1 + n ^  +

= 1 + AP + n AV +
If a
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or, approximately

A p ( 2 . 9 )

If the compression process takes place very 
slowly, the process can then be regarded as isothermal 
and hence n = 1 and equation (2 . 9 )can be written as

A p (210 )

2.7 Effect of change in volume and pressure rise 
in tyre upon deflection.

Although much work has been done in the study of 
the equilibrium shapes of pneumatic tyres, little information 
is available on the theoretical study of the change in 
volume of the tyre under radial deflection. ^This is because 
of the difficulties in ascertaining the change in the 
configuration of the tyre under deformation. Early work by 
Hadekel(26) in the determination of the change in volume of 
tyre upon deflection was based on the assumption that the 
deflection was small and the area of contact was an ellipse. 
He approximated the change in volume, AV, to be proportional 
to the volume of elliptical segment with the semi-axes a
and b and the deflection of the carcass, z ,

AV oc 2 rr ab z (2J.1 )
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or, approximately

A p ( 2 . 9 )

If the compression process takes place very 
slowly, the process can then be regarded as isothermal 
and hence n = 1 and equation (2 . 9 )can be written as

A p (210 )
If a

2.7 . Effect of change in volume and pressure rise 
in tyre upon deflection.

Although much work has been done in the study of 
the equilibrium shapes of pneumatic tyres, little information 
is available on the theoretical study of the change in 
volume of the tyre under radial deflection. ^This is because 
of the difficulties in ascertaining the change in the 
configuration of the tyre under deformation. Early work by 
Hadekel(26) in the determination of the change in volume of 
tyre upon deflection was based on the assumption that the 
deflection was small and the area of contact was an ellipse. 
He approximated the change in volume, AV, to be proportional 
to the volume of elliptical segment with the semi-axes a
and b and the deflection of the carcass, ẑ .

AV oc 2 nr ab z (2 J.1 )
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But a and b are related to the external diameter of the 
tyre, D^,and the radius of curvature of the carcass, R, 
(See Fig. 2.8) according to the relationship

= J and b = J 2Rz ( 2 . 12)

Fig. 2.8. Cross-sectional view of a deformed 
tyre.

substituting the values of a and b into the equation (2 1 1 ) 
and introducing a constant of proportionality gives

I AV = y  2^k

or, Av = k^ 25̂

where W is the width of the tyre.

{223)
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The effect of rise in pressure of the air in 
the tyre upon deflection can be estimates by using 
equation (2.10)and (2.23). Micheál (30) has carried out 
measurements of the rise in pressure for aeroplane tyres 
of various proportions, and suggested the expression

(2,U)

i,a
where x is a constant depending on the ratio W .D

2.8 . Load-deflection characteristics of tyre.

The deflection characteristics of a vertically 
loaded tyre depends on the relative change in the stress 
in the carcass cords as the load is applied, and on the 
numbers of cords experiencing this change. The mechanisms 
of load transmission have been fully deseribed in the 
proceeding section.

✓

An equation based on the assumption that the 
work of compression is an isobaric process was proposed by 
Bidorman (6 ) for relating the deflection and the load of 
a standard construction (bias) type tyre.

(2.15)
2P

where z — deflection of tyre, cm
Cl & C2 = constant coefficients for a given tyre
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F = load, kgf
4

P = inflation pressure, kgf/cm'

The values of and Q>2 also be found

graphically from static tests of tyres28

The disadvantage about Biderman’s semi-empirical 
formula is that the deflection becomes infinite at zero 
pressure. Thus, there is an unspecified set of conditions 
of pressure below which it does not apply.

The principle of regarding the tyre behaving as 
a structure and as an inflated membrane has been long known 
Cooper(29) applied this principle in modelling the tyre as 
consisting of two springs in parallel, one of these being 
the air contained in the tyre and the other being the tyre 
structure. From his analysis, whereby the effect of rise 
in pressure is being ignored, he derived an equation 
relating the total load done onto the tyre to the load done 
to deform the structure and air in the form.

where

F = zks + Pkp^ z - Zg

z = radial deflection

^s = structural stiffness
p = inflation pressure
k = P pneumatic stiffness

(1 - (2 . 1 6 )
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the intercept on the z-axis of a
straight line represented by the
equation ^  = k (z - z )

dP P
equivalent contact area

The first term in the equation (2 .1 6 ) corresponds to the 
load required to deform the structure while the second term 
corresponds to the load required to deform the air contained
in the tyre.

Micheál (30) having ascertained that the contact 
area varies linearly with deflection attributes the non
linearity of the load-deflection curve purely to rise in 
pressure and therefore writes

where

F = A (P + P^+ Ap) (2.17)

Ap

area of contact 
inflation pressure 
ground pressure due to cover only 
rise in pressure

Tiemann (31) found great similarity between 
reduced load-deflection curves for a great variety of 
passenger and truck tyres. The dimensionless load versus 
dimensionless deflection can be reasonably represented by 
a single curve

%

F _  = ^ ( H  ̂ (2.18)
pyjrir
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where section width of the tyre 
section height of the tyre 
radius of the rim 
function
radial deflection

In the above equation, howver, distinction has to be made 
between the bias-ly and radial-ply tyres.

A similar equation was proposed by Smiley and 
Horne (27) for aeroplane tyres. In their proposed equation 
which takes into account the rigidity of the tyre structure, 
P is replaced by P + 0.08 where P^ is the rated
inflation pressure.

2.9.

The study of the behaviour of the load-deflection 
characteristics of a pneumatic tyre through the use of 
idealised models such as an inflated tube between parallel 
plates35 and an inflated ring between parallel plates36 
have been proposed and analysed by several workers. The 
use of an inflated tube between parallel plates as a model, 
however, neglects the effect of the bending rigidity of 
the tread and the carcass components of the tyre which was 
found experimentally to contribute about 1 0 - 2 0 percent of
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the vertical load. The inflated ring model has an 
advantage over the inflated tube model because it takes 
into account the bending rigidity of the tread band. It 
has been generally accepted that the load imposed on a 
tyre is being carried by the structural and the pneumatic 
components of the tyre. Nicholson(37 ) used the inflated 
ring model in his analysis of the structural and the 
pneumatic contributions to the tyre behaviour under vertical 
load. Recently Yamagishi(38) and Yamagishi and Jenkins(39) 
used the ring model to determine the contact pressures of 
the truck tyres. The linear differential equations of 
the model are solved by using the singular perturbation 
technique.
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CHAPTER 3

EQUATION OF STATE AND THERMODYNAMICS

3.1. Equation of State

One of the simplest form of the equation of 
state of a gas is the equation of state of an Ideal gas. 
An Ideal gas is defined as one which satsifies the 
following two equations (1 )

PV nRuT 1
(3.1)

and

where

u 1 / ..............

p = pressure of the gas (absolute)

V = volume of the gas
T = absolute temperature of gas
m = mass of the gas
M = molecular weight of the gas
n = number of moles of the gas

K
= universal gas constant

U = internal energy of one mole of the gas.

Equation (3.1) is a combination of the Boyle’s and Charle’s 
laws and since these laws are not exact, the Ideal Gas
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Law holds only approximately for real gases, describing ^
their behaviour under moderate pressure and well above the 
critical temperature. Some deviations from the Ideal Gas 
Law do exist when measurements were made at higher pressure 
or even when very accurate measurements were made at 
ordinary pressures, as shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3»2 respectively

Fig. 3.1» Behaviour of gases at high pressure (2)

Fig. 3.2. Deviations of the Pressure-volume 
measurements of gases or ordinary* 
pressure (2)
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Many equation of state have been suggested (3) 
to represent the actual behaviour of real gases at critical 
temperatures and pressures, amongst others Van der Waals 
equation, Dieterici equation and the Virial equation to 
mention the few.

3.2. Partial pressure of a gas in a mixture of 
Ideal Gases.

Suppose a gas of different chemical composition, 
and each constituents behaves as an ideal gas, then the 
mixture would behave as an Ideal Gas in accordance with 
the Ideal Gas equation.

Pĵ V = ^  RT = RT (3.3)

where

M,

n.

= mass of the gas i in a container volume V 

= molecular weight of the gas i "

= number of moles of the gas i

s: pressure exerted by the gas i

According to the Dalton's law of partial pressures, which 
states that the total pressure exerted by the mixture of 
ideal gases is equal to the sum of its individual pressures 
exerted by each gas if it alone occupied the total volume,
i. e., i

p = I
(3.i)
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and
n (3.5)

p = total pressure of the mixture 
n = total number of moles

Hence, in accordance with the Dalton's law of partial 
pressure, the mixture of ideal gases would also behave as 
an Ideal Gas. This relationship can also be extended to 
moist air.

p = p^ + p„ (3.6)

where P = pressure of the moist air
P = partial pressure of the dry air in theQi

mixture
= partial pressure of the water vapour in 

the mixture

and on assuming that the constituents of the moist air 
behaves as an Ideal Gas,

P V = ^w RT
TTw

(3.7)

and
P V ’= RT
“ «a

(3.8)
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3.2.1 Saturation mixing ratio over water on 
Gas basis.

Ideal

When a mixture consisting of dry air and water 
vapour is in equilibrium with a plane surface of liquid 
water at a given pressure, P, and temperature, T, such that 
the moist air is saturated with respect to the water, there 
exist a definite mixing ratio, r^ between the dry air and 
the water vapour. The mixing ratio or more commonly known 
as the specific humidity is defined as the ratio of the 
mass of the water vapour in a sample of moist air to the 
mass of dry air with which the water vapour is associated.
Hence,

w
M_j
M
w (3.9)

From Equation (3.7) and (3.8) and substituting into Equation
(3 .9 ) gives.

r Mw M P .= w w .........w «a M P - P„ a w

Calculated
basis

on the Dry clean atmospheric 
air

Water
Vapour

0 = 1 6 2 8 . 9 6 6 1 8 . 0 1 6 0

C = 12 28.96it5 18.0153

Table 3.1. Molecular weight ii)
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From Table 3,1.

M 18.016w = ------
M 28.966a

0.62198 = 0.622

substituting this value in Equation (3»10)»

P
r = 0 . 6 2 2w

w (3.11)
P - Pw

Values of saturation vapour pressure over water» P^» as a 

function of temperature is given in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2. Values of saturation vapour 
pressure over water as a 
function of temperature (̂ )*

Temperature
° 0

Pw
“b

1 0 12.273
20 23.373
30 ^2 .^ 3 0

3.3 Thermodynamics.

Thermodynamics is the study of transformation of 
different forms of energy, the natural limitations of these 
transformations, and their practical consequences. One of
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the most important laws of thermodynamics is the First law 
of thermodynamics.

3.3.1. First law of thermodynamics.

The first law of thermodynamic states that the 
total energy of an isolated system, measured with respect 
to any given frame of reference remains constant. Hence, 
in an isolated system even though the kinetic, potential 
and internal energies may change individually the total 
sums of the energies remains constant. In the case of a 
non-isolated system, the system energy can change due to 
interactions with the surroundings. In a general process 
AE represents the change in energy content of the system 
as a result of any change in the interal energy, temperature, 
composition, potential and kinetic energy. There are two 
different methods whereby this can take place, i.e., work 
and heat. The generally adopted convention is that energy 
transfer as heat frcm the surroundings is positive and 
that energy exchange as work from the system to the 
surroundings is positive. Fig. 3.3.

5 URR0UMPIK&

Fig. 3 .3 . Sign convention for energy exchanges.
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The general energy equation may be written, 
designating input items by the subscript 1 and the output 
items by subscript 2 , as (5 ).

-  2miui + y m jZ ̂ 1̂ +
2ĝs ®s

m^ul Z “2®
2gs

........... (3.19)

where (i) Zmu = the total internal energy designated by
the symbol u per unit mass or mU for mass 
M.

(ii) ImpV is the total energy added in forcing a
stream of materials into the system under the 
restraint of pressure. P is the pressure of the 
system and V is the volume per unit mass.

(iii) lEmz £l is the total external potential energies
gc

of all materials entering or leaving the system 
relative to an arbitrary selected datum plane, 
z is the height of the centre of gravity of the 
mass of material above the datum plane, ĝ  ̂and 
e are the local and standard acceleration to 
gravity respectively.

(iv) ymu* is the total kinetic energies, u is the

average velocities.
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(v) surface energies of all materials
entering and leaving the system.

(vi) Q is the net energy added to the system as heat
(vii) W is the net energy removed as work done by the 

system.
(viii) AE is the net change in the energy content 

within the system during the course of the 
process.

Simplification of this general equation result 
in most specific cases. In steady-flow process, without 
fluctuations in temperature, composition, internal energy, 
the term AE becomes zero. For a non-flow process where 
the surface energy is negligible the equation can be 
further reduce to

= W + AE .......................... (3.20)

where AE will be the net total sum of the internal 
potential and kinetic energies.

In a differential form, the above equation may be written 
as.

6Q = 6W + dE (3.21)

where 6Q and 6W are small energy transfers as heat said
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work respectively while dE is a differential change in the 
total energy. In the above equation Q and W are path 
functions i.e., they depend upon the path followed by a 
certain process in changing from state to state, and hence 
they are not properties whereas E is a point-function, 
depends only on the state, is a property.

In many instances, changes in kinetic and 
potential energies are negligible compared to the change 
in internal energy. If this is the case, then Equation 
(3 .2 1 ) can be written as.

ÔQ = ÔW + dU ( 3 . 2 2 )

where dU is the internal energy of the system

3.^. Work Done on or bv the system,

The state of a system initially in equilibrium 
may be changed infinitely due to the application of a 
generalised force, F. This generalised force may be a 
pressure, an electrical or some other property. As a 
result of the application of this generalised force there 
follows a change in another system property such as volume, 
polarisation or a magnetic moment. This change may be 
termed as generalised displacement, dX. For a quasi
static process, the total work done during the proce’ss
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can be calculated from the relationship.

W = / F. dX 1
(3.23)

The limits 1 and 2 of the integral correspond to the 
initial and final states of the system respectively. 
Fig. 3.4- shows a representation of the integral. A 
major consequence of a quasi-static process is that the 
work done is maximum.

Fig. 3.4* Area representation of work for 
quasi-static process.-.

When the system is a gas, then the work done 
on/by the system can be calculated with the help of the 
equation of state of the gas. For an example consider 
a gas enclosed in frictionless piston-cylinder assembly 
as shown in Fig. 3.5. where the force exerted on the
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piston by the gas within the cylinder is resisted by an 
external force, F, just maintaining mechanical equilibrium 
The cross-sectional area of the piston is A, and the

BouKM^/

Fig. 3.5. Work done by expanding gas

pressure at the initial equilibrium state is P. If the 
piston moves outwards an elemental distance dx, the 
mechanical work done by the system on the surroundings will 
be.

6W = + F.dx = p.A.dx p.dV

Therefore the total work done by the gas during a finite 
change in volume is the sum of the P.dV terms for each 
differential change in volume. Substituting these values 
in Equation (3*23) gives,

v^
W, P.dV (3.2̂ ;)boundary v^

where V^ and V^ are the initial and final volumes of the gas.
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The integration of the equation for the boundary work 
requires a knowledge of the functional relationship between 
P and V and the process whereby the change of states took 
place.

For an Ideal Gas» the calculation of work in 
certain processes is exhibited below.

(a) A constant pressure process.

A constant pressure(isobaric) process is appro
ximated by a system consisting of a vertical cylinder fitted 
with a frictionless piston, on top of which rests a mass 
as shown in Fig. 3-5. A gas is enclosed in the space 
below the piston. The pressure of the gas is maintained 
constant, due to the combined weight of the mass and the 
piston. When the cylinder is heated, the gas within Expands 
at constant pressure, the volume changing from to .
The work done by the gss expanding is.

W

= p(Vo - Vi) (3.25)

(b) Constant volume process

In this process, the change in volume is zero 
so that dV =s 0.
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w = ; p. dv = 0

(c) Constant temperature process

Since in this process pressure and volume of 
the gas both change, an equation of state Is used for the 
evaluation of the integral /p.dV,

For an Ideal Gas, the relationship between pressure and 
Yolume is given by Equation (3»1)» Substituting this 
equation into into Equation (3«24.) gives,

W = nR. I f

= nR T ¿n (3 . 26 )

(d) Adiabatic process

By definition an adiabatic change of state is 
carried out so that the system exchanges no heat with the 
surroundings i.e.., dQ=0 . Any work by or on the gas will 
therefore change the internal energy of the system.

dU = = -p.dV (3 . 27 )

If the energy content is considered a function of 
temperature and volume only i.e., U = f(T,V), its total
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differential is.

dU = au au
3TJV

dV (3.26)

For an Ideal gas, the specific heat of the gas at constant
auvolume is =( grj 

is obtained.
) . Thus the following relationship

dU = C dT ............................. (3.29)V

Therefore for n moles of Ideal Gas, the work done by the 
gas between temperatures T^ and T2 can be expressed as

1 :
w = - )W = - I nC^ dT

= nC^(T^ - T^). (3.30)

Several alternative forms of Equation (3.38) can be 
derived from the relationship C^- = R, and the equation
of state of the gas, for example.

W = — - Pj Vj )  ............................. (3-31)
X - 1

where X is ^  and is the specific heat of the gas

at constant pressure
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There are numerous methods in which the volume 
of a tyre can be determined. Basically the methods of 
determination can be divided into two categories»

(a) Direct method

(b) Indirect method

(a) Direct method.

This method can further be divided into two types, 
namely, the dimensional metrology and the filling the tyre 
with liquid of known density and weighing.

Although the method of dimensional metrology is 
in principle capable of very high accuracy, precise 
determination could not be made in this case because of its 
irregular shape and also the changes in its dimensions 
during inflation makes this method rather unattractive.

The method of filling the tyre with liquid of
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known density and weighing has been adopted by several 
workers, not only in the determination of the volume of 
tyre(l) but also of the volume of vessels of irregular 
shapes(2). The liquid used is usually deareated water.
This is due to the fact that its density is accurately 
known as a function of temperature and also the overall 
uncertainty caused by small variations in temperature is 
relatively small. While it is a rather simple procedure 
to carry out this method for many volumetric shapes there 
are certain problems when applied to tyres. Since the 
position of the valve is not situated at its uppermost 
position, there is always the possibility of air pocket 
being formed during the filling process. A possible way 
of overcoming this problem is to apply a vacuum to the tyre 
initially and then water is pumped into the tyre.

(b) Indirect method.

The most common method for volumetric determination 
of irregular shaped vessels is by the method of gas expansion 
based on the principle of Gas laws. It has been reported.(2) 
that this method has been adopted successfully by several 
workers in the determination of volume ratios of several 
vacuum vessels. The sensitivity of this method is governed 
by the precision with which the pressure can be measured and 
the precision of the calibrated volumes.
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Another method of volume calibration is 
developed by Rutherford^ . He used a volumetric calibration 
technique based on the quantitative transfer of Xenon gas 
from a vessel of unknown volume to a weighing bottle.

One of the main advantage of the expansion 
method over the method of filling the tyre with liquid and 
weighing is the ease of operation and also that the 
apparatus does not has to be dismantled once it has been 
set-up. It was, therefore, felt that the expansion method 
would be the best choice for this type of experiment.

The set-up of the apparatus is shown schematically 
in Fig. A.l. Essentially is it consisted of a test-tyre(1), 
whose characteristics is to be determined, fitted with a 
tyre valve adaptor. One one end of the adaptor is coupled 
by a rubber pressure tubing to a reference tyre(^) via a 
water-differential manometer(3) fitted with a screw-clip(2 ) 
and other end is connected to a needle valve(13)» a filter 
unit(12) and a T-piece connecting to a mercury U-tube mano
meter (6 ) and an expansion/compression column(7). The 
expansion/compression column which is made up of glass tubing 
tightly enclosed by a clear pvc tubing along its length and 
is connected at its lower end to a lower outlet of a «lass
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volume vessel(9 ) by a pvc tubing and suitable fittings and 
connectors. The reason for enclosing the expansion/com- 
pression column is to minimise the influence of the 
ambient temperature to the air in the column and also for 
safety reasons. The volume vessel which is half-filled 
with liquid e.g., dibutyl phtlialate, is sealed at its 
upper outlet by a rubber bung carrying one end of a pvc 
tubing. The other end of the pvc tubing is coupled with 
a T-piece and two needle-valves» (10) and (11)* air inlet 
and outlet valves respectively.

For safety reason and also to minimise the 
influence of ambient conditions on the system, the glass 
volume vessel (9 ) is enclosed in a metal container (8 ) 
with packing between the glass volume vessel and the metal
container.

Paper scales are attached along the arms of the 
water-differential manometer, mercury U-tube manometer and 
the expansion/compression column.

/

Th0 connection between the expanslon/coinpresslon 
column to the T-piece and also the float-valve system (5) 
is shown in schematically in Fig. 1.2.

The working of the float-valve system is based 
on the principle of difference in pressure in the liquid
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column and that of the air. In the initial stage, the 
pressure in the liquid column is made to be higher than 
that of the air in the system. As a result of this, the 
float will be forced up along the column by the liquid until 
it is stopped at the top by the 'brass connector'. The 
'brass connector' is designed primarily to prevent the 
liquid from entering the air system. The reading of the 
scale corresponding to the bottom position of the float is 
noted as 'zero' position. When the pressure in the liquid 
column is less than the pressure of the air in the system, 
the float will be forced down along the column until a 
balance of pressure is attained. The reading of the scale 
corresponding to the position of the bottom of the float 
is again noted. The difference between the two readings 
will be equivalent to the change in volume of air.

One of the main features of this design is the 
use of the reference tyre. Here the reference tyre is 
used as a compensator for the fluctuations in the ambient 
temperature and the atmospheric pressure. Ideally, the 
choice of the reference tyre would be a tyre which has  ̂
identical characteristics to the tyre whose characters is
to be determined.

 ̂• 3 •

The arrangement of the apparatus used for this
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determination is shown schematically in Fig. 4-.1. Initially 
the pressure and temperature in both tyres are the same.

(¿.1 )

where = density of the mercury

m = difference in height of mercury levels in 
the mercury differential manometer.

= height of mercury level in the barometer

and T = To = T. The initial volume of the reference 

tyre and test tyre are Vjj_and V,p_ respectively.

The screw-clip of the water-differential manometer 
was then closed and the volume of the air in the test tyre 
was then expanded by lowering the height of the water 
column in the expansion/compression column. Assuming that 
the tyres both experience temperature and pressure changes 
as a result of the volume expansion and that the air obeys 
the gas laws, the initial and the final properties of the 
air in both tyres can be written as below.

For the reference tyre.

Pr ''rPf "f (4.2)
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where a\  and - - r= V„ +AV«. Substituting 
i

these values into equation (it.2 ) and rearranging.

= PR.
1  + A V,

(
1  + A T, (^.3)

Similarly the final pressure of the test tyre can be written
as

Pm ~Tf H
1 1  + AT,p

1  + av^

''t .

The difference in pressure between the two tyres is denoted 
by the difference in height of the water levels in the water 
differential manometer where

Pwgh Rf if (A.5)

Substituting U-3) and U.4) into U.5) and recalling that

P - P = D e(h + h. ) and T„ = T_ = T gives- Rr . Pm®' m b R^ ii

Pwgh T 1  + AVjj 1  + AV,
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h = Pm .(h|||+ hjj)(l + AXi
w 1 + AVp 1 + AV,

i -/

(^.6 )

Assuming that in equation (^.6 ), <<i and ^ '

therefore. 1 - A V
1 " a Vr

R

and = 1 - A V,
1 + A V,

a n d ^ < < !  so that 1 + A^ = 1 . equation (A.6 ) can
T T

be

written as

h = ^  (h„ + hb^
w

AV, AV, U-7)

Let assume that the change in volume due to water movement 
in the water differential manometer is significant.
According to this assumption aVĵ = ah/2 and aV,j, = A^H - ah/2

where a = cross-sectional area of the water-differential
manometer tube.

A = cross-se c
column.

etional area of the expansion/oompresslon
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H = difference between the initial and the final 
position of the float valve in the expansion/ 
compression column.

Substituting these values into the equation (4-»7) gives,

, p (h + h. )h = m m b
w

A H -  ah/2c_______ ih/2

V V

(¿.8 )

if Vm = Vrj » then equation (A* 8 ) can be written asTi

h = ht,) (A^H - ah/2 - ah/2 )
'’w V,

"̂w vl

therefore.

h = H

f^(h^+ hj,)

(4.9)

If on the other hand the change in the volume due to water 
movement in the water-differential manometer is insignificant 
then rearranging equation (î .9) and assuming that A^H» ah

gives
, n (h + hv) A Hh = Pm ̂ m b ̂ c (^.1 0 )
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Having known the values of p^, p̂ , h^, h^, and a them
volume of the tyre can be calculated from the slope of the 
graph of h against H.

Experimental methods of determination of the 
work done on the tyre structure.

There are two methods whereby the work done on 
the tyre structure can be determined i.e.» the direct and 
indirect method. The direct method is based on the assumption 
that the work done on the tyre structure is a function of 
the deflection only and is independent of the inflation 
pressure. If this assumption is true» then the work done 
on the tyre structure at zero inflation pressure can be 
calculated from the load-deflection curve. This has been 
done by Martin as reported by Hadekel .

The indirect method is based on thp assumption 
that the total work done on the tyre is equal to the work 
done to deform the tyre structure and the work done on the 
air contained in the tyre. Thus if the total work done on 
the tyre and the work done on the air are known, then the 
work done on the structure can be obtained from the 
difference of the two quantities.

The work done on the air in the tyre can be 
determined from the measurement of the changes in the- 
pressure or volume of the air contained upon deflection.
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¡̂ .1̂ ,1, Measurement of the changes in the internal 
pressure upon deflection.

Most of the workers, amongst others, Koutny^ 
reported the use of mercury U-tube manometer to measure the 
change in the air pressure in the tyre upon deflection. 
However, little information is being reported regarding the 
actual set-up of the apparatus.

2 * Mftaaurement of the changes in the volume upon 
deflection.

Little information is available concerning the 
experimental method of determination of the work done on 
air by measurement of the change in the volume of the tyre 
as a result of radial deformation. An attempt to measure 
this change in volume was made by BidermanS. He used an 
apparatus which is shown schematically in Fig. A-3. 
instead of air, water was used as a medium of pressurising 
the tyre and its auxiliary system. A brief description of 
the apparatus and procedure is as follows:-

The water in the tyre (D and the reservoir (2) 
attached to it is maintained by constant air pressure in 
the tank (3). «hen load. F, is applied on the tyre, the 
tyre deformed and as a consequence of it there is a change 
in the internal volume of the tyre accompanied by a r^se in



K.

pressure. The change in volume is determined by the 
measurement of the change in height of the water level in 
the water measuring tube (A)*

used for the determination of change 
in volume of tyre upon deformation^

Though this set-up can offer a reasonably accurate 
measurement of the change in the volume of the tyre upon 
deflection, it does not represent the actual uorkxng of a
pneumatic tyre.

However, there does not appear to be any published 
information concerning the experimental set-up for the 
measurement of the change in volume of air contained in the

tyre.
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tyre which is deformed by a static load can be represented 
by the relationship.

W + W s p (^.1 1 )

where

Wr total work done on the tyre

Ws work done on the tyre structure

W. work done on the contained air

The theory for the calculation cf the work done 
on the air adopted here is similar to tnat given in Ref. (l) 
and elsewhere and is based on the principle of thermodynamics
and Ideal Gas laws.

If a static load, F, is exerted on the tyre, the 
corresponding displacement, z, of the point of the load 
application, an equation for the work, of the force, F,
over the distance, z, can be determined from the relationship

«T = j:* F.dz
( 4 - 12 )

and for the quasi static deflection, the vork done on the 
contained air,

-V= r Zp P J V
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where in the equation (4-.1 3 ) is the volume of the tyre 
as a result of deformation, z, and P is the pressure of 
the air corresponding to the volume V.

For an isothermal process and applying the Ideal 
Gas Law, the pressure of the tyre at deformation z is.

p = (Pi + P») - P^ (4.14)

where
= inflation pressure

= atmospheric pressure

V = initial volume of the tyre o

Combining equations (4-»13) and (4..1/.)> the following equation 
is obtained.

W = P.dV

dV

(Pi+ p^) '¡o r'̂ 'dv + p* f'
V J

dV

(Pi+ P^) Vq I n . A  + Pa ■ ''o>
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Equation (4.* 15) can also be written as a function of 
pressure and initial volume only. From equation (4*14-)» 
let the final pressure p be denoted as P^.

Therefore,

Pi " Pa
Pf + Pa

substituting the above expression into equation (4..15)

Wp = (Pl+ Pa^^ !“• fPf" Pa] 'Pi + Pa - 1 '
P. + P a o P« + Pi a ^f a

( 4. 16)

With the tyre in its deformed state, the contained 
air is expanded until its pressure return to its initial 
value, P^. The work done by the air on expanding can be 
calculated from the relationship given in equation (4.1^) 
and the relationship,

V = V - V (4»17)c o z
where V is the volume of air expanded, c

Substituting equations (4..14.) and (4»17) into the
equation.

P.dV

and intergrating gives
W. (Pi + Pâ'̂o o - P V ' a c
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In.p i a o 1 - V
O

- Pa ^

Assuming that if c <<1 then ---=---
o c

V Vand In (1 + _c) =: equation (ii.l8) can be written as
V V o o

W (Pi + Pa>Vo 12 - Pa
V.

w (^.19)

Equations (^.16), (A.18) and (A.19) will be used for the 
calculation of work done on air and the work done by the
air,

4.. 6 .

The set-up of the equipment is ‘shown schematically 
in Fig. 4 .4 . Attached to the movable beam assembly (10), 
made up of ‘Dexion Channel bars' joined by bolts and nuts, 
is a weight hanger (11). A compression plate (7) made of 
steel is fixed to the movable beam assembly at a fixed 
distance from the pivot bearing assembly (5) which can be 
moved vertically by means of turning the bolts (6). A 
schematic diagram of the pivot bearing assembly is shown in
Fig. 4 .5 .
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When weights (12) are placed on the weight hanger,  ̂
the beam assembly turns and consequently the compression 
plate depresses the test-tyre (9 ), which is held in a vertical 
position by means of a face plate (2 ) fixed to the tyre 
stand (1). The tyre stand is held rigidly to the immovable
base frame.

The movable beam assembly which is no longer in 
a horizontal position as a result of the application of the 
weight is brought back to a horizontal position again by 
turning the bolts (6 ) of the pivot bearing assembly. A 
spirit level (8 ) positioned on the centre of the compression 
plate at a fixed distance from the pivot bearing centre 
serves as an indicator of the position of the beam assembly.

The load applied on the tyre is calculated from 
the principle of moments and the radial deflection of the 
tyre is measured by 'mercer- dial guages (4 ), which are 
fixed to swivel bases (4). The swivel bases themselves are
fixed to the tyre stand.
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Fig. i.5 . Aschematlc diagram of the pivot 
bearing assembly.
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4
CHAPTER 5

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE,

5.1 Materials.

The tyres used for the experiment were

(1) Dunlop SP 68 (Worn)
165 SR 13
2 plies rayon breakers 
2 plies rayon casing

(2) Dunlop SP A (New)
165 SR 13
2 plies steel breakers 
2 plies rayon casing

(3) Dunlop D 75 (Retread)
6.A0/6.50 S 13
A plies nylon casing

5.1.1 Instruments Used

The following instruments were used.

(1) Fortin Barometer
(2) Mercury U-tube manometer
(3) Water U-tube manometer 
{l) Cathetometer
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* Mercer' Dial gauges 
Mercury thermometer 
Spirit level
Expansion/compression column 
*M.A. Webb' weighing scale

5.2

5 . 2.1

Experimental Procedure

Procedure for cleaning the g|la.ss surfaces of 
Mercury manometer.

The following steps were taken for cleaning the 
glass surfaces of the Mercury U-tube manometer.

(i) the U-tube was filled with chromic acid 
and was then left to stand for more than 
twenty-four hours.

(ii) the chromic acid was poured away and the 
tube was then rinsed with running tap 

water.
(iii) some detergent was then poured into the 

D-tube and the entire internal surface of 
the D-tube was then cleaned with a brush 
fitted with a long stiff wire.

(iv) The 0-tube was thoroughly clean with 
running tap water to remove any particles 
that were present. When it was evident 
that no more particles were visible, the
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U-tube was cleaned and rinsed wit-h distilled 
water.

(v) the U-tube was then cleaned with acetone
then dried by passing dry nitrogen through
it.

5 . 2 . 2 Procedure of leak detection.

The system was filled with compressed air to a 
desired inflation. When equilibrium has been reached, the 
screw-clip of the water-differential nanometer was closed.
The levels of the water in the arm." of the water-differential 
manometer were noted. The system was then left to stand.

Observations of the pressure difference with time 
were made. If the change in pressure difference was only 
one-sided and continuous, detergent solution was used to
located the possible position of the leak, and the fault

✓

rectified.

5.2.3

The tyres were inflated to a desired pressure, 
and were then left to stand to equilibrate. Then the valve 
connecting the system to the mercury O-tube manometer and 
the screw-clip of the water-differential manometer were 
closed. The readings of the ambient pressure, ambient
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temperature and the height of the water-levels in the arms 
of the water-differential manometer were made.

Observations of the change in the water-levels 
in the water-differential manometer, ambient temperature 
and pressure with time were made.

^^2 ,4. Procedure for determination of loading
parameters.

In order to facilitate the calculation of the 
load applied on the tyre, the following parameters have to
be determined.

(i) the coefficient of friction of the 
pulley bearing.

(ii) the weight of the beam assembly.

(iii) the centre of gravity of the beam 
assembly.

(iv) the coefficient of friction of the 
pivot bearings.

(i) The CO f̂«>̂ ,.̂ ent of friction of the pulley

bearing.U.

A pulley of known weight. Wp. is supported by
a low friction bearing on a fixed shaft. A wire cable is 
attached at one of its end a weight hanger (1 ) and passes
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over the pulley to support a weight hanger (2) at its other 
end as shown in Fig. 5.1

Fig. 5 . 1  Schematic diagram of the pulley 
assembly.

A known load, was placed on the weight hanger 
(1) and weights, P, were added to the other hanger until the 
pulley just start to move. The value of and P were 
recorded.

The procedure were repeated with different known

loads.

(ii) Thft weight of the beam assemblyi_w^

The weight of the beam assembly was obtained by 
"Wm.A.Webb" weighing scale which has an accuracy cf i O.46N 
(+ 2 oz.). The weight of the beam assembly was obtained 
«¡ain when pivot bearings and spirit level were included.
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(iii) The centre of gravity of the beam
assembly,

Pulley

Wire
cable

Fig. 5 .2 . Schematic diagram of the beam 
and pulley assembly.

The apparatus was set up as shown schematically 
in Fig. 5 .2 . A beam assembly of known weight, w^, is 
pivoted at one end of its edges on a knife edge, and the 
knife edge itself is supported on a weighing scale, and is 
supported in a horizontal position by a wire cable which is 
attached at one end to the middle point of the opposite 
edge of the beam assembly. The wire cable passes 
vertically upwards from that point over a fixed pulley of 
known weight and coefficient of friction and carries a 
hanging weight, w^, at the other end. The horizontality of 
the beam assembly is indicated by the spirit level positioned 
on the compression plate and at a distance of X3P from the
knife edge.

The least weight, required to maintain the
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beam assembly in a horizontal position is recorded.

(iv) The coefficient of friction of the pivot
bearing, upb.

Fig. 5.3* Schematic diagram of the beam,
pulley and pivot bearing assembly.

The apparatus is set up as shown schematically
in Fig. 5.3. The beam assembly of known weight, Wĵ , and
whose centre of gravity from the pivot centre is Xĵ , is
free to turn about one of its edges, i-e., at the pivot,
and is supported in a horisontal position by a wire cable
which is attached at one end to the middle point of the
opposite edge of the beam assembly, passes vertically
upwards from that point over a fixed pulley of known weight,
W-, and coefficient of friction, u , and carries a hanging 
P
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weight, w^, at the other end. The horizontality of the
beam assembly is indicated by the spirit level of known
weight, Wgp, and is positioned on the compression plate at
a distance x from the pivot centre, sp

Small weights were removed from the ŵ  until 
the beam assembly started to turn. The least weight of 
w^ remained to cause the beam assembly to turn was
recorded.

With the present set up, a weight hanger and 
a known weight was attached at one end of the beam assembly 
as shown in the diagram. The beam assembly was brought 
to a horizontal position by adding weights to ŵ .̂ Once 
the beam assembly has attained an equilibrium position, 
weights were removed from w^ until the beam assembly just 
start to turn. The weight, w^, and the least weight to 
cause the beam assembly to turn, w^, were recorded.

5.2.5

The apparatus was set up as shown in Fig. 4.1. 
With the valves (10), (iD closed and valve (13) and 
screw clip (2) opened, compressed air was introduced into 
the system via valve (13) to a desired inflation pressure 
as indicated by the mercury D-tube manometer (6). Valve
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(13) was then closed. With valve (10) opened, air was 
forced into the glass volume vessel as a result of which 
caused the liquid level and the float valve (5) to rise 
along the expansion/compression column (7). When the 
float valve has reached the top of the column, valve (1 0 ) 
was closed. The system was then left to stand for a few 
hours for it to reach equilibrium.

When the system has reached equilibrium, the 
height of the levels of the mercury in the mercury U-tube 
was noted. The atmospheric pressure was read from the 
»Fortin» barometer and the ambient temperature from the 
»mercury-in-glass* thermometer. The screw-clip was then 
closed slowly. The position of the water levels in the 
water differential manometer (3) was noted. The system 
was now ready for the expansion/compression experiment.

Air in the volume vessel (9) was allowed to 
leak slowly by opening valve (11). As a res'ult of this, 
the liquid level and the float-valve in the expansion/ 
compression column started descending. There was also a 
corresponding change in the levels of the water in the 
arms of the water-differential manometer. When the float 
valve has reached a predetermined mark, the valve (1 1 ) 
was closed. The system was then allowed to stand for ten 
minutes for it to attain equilibrium. When equilibrium 
of the pressure has been reached, the volume of the air 
expanded as indicated by the distance travelled by the
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float valve, H, and the corresponding levels of the water 
in the water-differential manometer were noted. The 
difference in the levels of the water in the water-differ
ential manometer was noted as h.

The process was repeated until a series of valves 
of H and h were obtained.

When the float valve has reached the maximum 
position, i.e., the bottom of the expansion/compression 
column the process was reversed. This was done by opening 
the valve (10) and forcing air through it. As a resu-t 
of this the float valve started to rise. When the float 
valve has reached a predetermined mark the valve (10) was 
closed and the system was left to stand for a few minutes. 
The values of H and h were again noted.

The process were repeated until the float valve 
has reached the top of the expansion/compression column.

5 . 2.6

The valve of the tyre was connected to a connector, 
fitted with needle valves A and B. The connector is shown
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schematically in the Fig. 5.̂ -

Water Pump 0 -c=3 < h Tyre

B

Vacuum
Pump

Fig. 5 .4.» Schematic diagram of the 
connector.

The tyre was placed upright on a stand and the 
whole assembly was then placed on a weighing scale. With 
valve A closed and valve B opened, (2) was connected to 
the vacuum pump by rubber tubing and air was vacuumed 
out of the tyre. Valve B was then closed and the rubber 
tubing disconnected from (2). The weight of the assembly 
was noted. With (l) connected to the water,pump, fitted 
with a pressure gauge, valve A was opened and water was 
pumped into the tyre to a predetermined pressure. Valve 
A was then closed and (1) disconnected from the water pump. 
The new weight of the assembly was noted. The process 
of pressurising the tyre in stages and noting its corres
ponding weights was repeated until the inflation pressure

reach 275 kPa (*
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5.2.7

The determination of the relationship between 
the total work of the deforming the tyre and the portion 
of this work expanded on air compression was carried out 
by using the apparatus shown in Fig. i.l end i.i.

With the valves (10) and (11) closed and valves 
(13) and screw-clip opened, compressed air was introduced 
into the system to a desired inflation pressure as 
indicated by the levels of the mercury in the mercury 
U-tube manometer (6). Valve (13) was then closed. Then 
valve (10) was opened and air was introduced into the 
volume vessel (9) and as a result of this, the liquid in 
the volume vessel was forced up along the expansion/ 
compression column (7). When the float valve (5) reached 
the top of the column, valve (10) was closed and the 
system was left to stand for it to stabilise.

When equilibrium has been attained, the levels 
of the mercury were recorded. At the same time the
atmospheric pressure was reach from the -Fortin- barameter

v.roo fftad from the mercury-in- and the ambient temperature was reaa iro
glass thermometer. The screw-clip (2) was then clsoed and 
the levels of the water in the arms of the water-differential

manometer were noted.
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The beam assembly was then lowered by adjusting 
the screw-jack at one end and by turning the bolts of the 
pivot bearing assembly at the other end until the com
pression plate just touched the highest point of the test- 
tyre. A spirit level which was positioned on the compres
sion plate was used as a guide for adjusting the beam 
assembly to a horizontal position when it just touched the 
tyre. This initial position of the compression plate was 
recorded by means of 'Mercer' dial gauges. Then the 
screw-jack was lowered slowly until the weight of the beam 
assembly acted on the tyre and the screw-jack was then 
removed. The position of the beam assembly was then made 
horizontal by adjusting the bolts of the pivot assembly.

As a result of load applied on the test-tyre, 
there was a pressure difference between the test-tyre and 
the reference tyre. The system was then left to stand for 
10 minutes. When the ten minutes has elapsed, the height 
of water levels in the water-differential manometers, the 
height of mercury levels in the mercury manometer, the 
atmospheric pressure, the ambient temperature and the 
deflection of the tyre were all recorded.

Valve (11) was opened slightly and air from the
1 allowed to leak slowly. As the pressurevolume vessel was al±owe

inside the volume vessel decreases, the float-valve and 
the water level in the expansion/compression column
descends. They were allowed to descend until there Were
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no more pressure difference between the two tyres. The 
system was then allowed to stand a few minutes after which 
the height of the level of float-valve was recorded.
Readings of the ambient temperature, atmospheric pressure 
and the dial gauges were also recorded.

Valve (10) was opened and air was forced slowly 
into the volume vessel until the float-valve has reached 
the top of the expansion/compression column. The system 
was then allowed to stand for a few minutes after which 
the readings of the levels of the water in the water- 
differential manometer, levels of the mercury, the ambient 
pressure, the ambient temperature and the dial gauges 
readings were all recorded.

Then the beam assembly was raised horizontally 
with the aid of a screw-jack at one end turning the bolts 
of the pivot assembly at the other until the compression 
plats just touched the top of the test-tyrej The system 
was then left to stand for a few minutei after which the 
dial gauges readings, the water levels in the water- 
differential manometer, the mercury levels, the atmospheric 
pressure and the ambient temperature were all recorded.

The procedure were repeated by hanging a load 
of known weight at the end of the beam assembly.
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CHAPTER 6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Basic measurements of the performance of the 
load deflection system and the pressure-volume system were 
carried out and subsequent modifications and improvements 
of the apparatus were made during the preliminary 
experiments.

|!xternal load applied on the tyrê .

The following parameters were calculated 
according to the relationship given in the Appendix I.

(i) the coefficient of friction of pulley
(ii) the weight of the beam assembly
(iii) the centre of gravity of the beam 

as&emhly.
(iv) the coefficient of friction of the pivot 

assembly.

The calculated values of (i). (ü)- U ü )  a»'!
(iv) are given in the Table (6.1) overleaf.

The external load applied on the tyre were found
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Table 6.1. Summary Of Results Of Load 
Parameters.

Weight of pulley.

W : 81.911 P + 0.028 kg.

W^^:1.179sp + 0 . 0 0 1

W :2.i86 P ■\r 0.028 kg.

,W , ;1.189pb + 0 . 0 0 1 kg-

Distance from beam assembly c.g to centre of pivot 
bearing : 77.70 + 0.15 cm.
Distance from spirit level c.g to centre of pivot 
bearing : 5 8 . 1 0 + 0 . 0 1 cm.
Distance from the end load to the centre of pivot 
bearing t 2 2 2 . 0 + 0 . 1 cm.

External diameter of pulley, D̂ : 35*56 + 0 . 1 0  cm.

 ̂ m  d : 2 . 1 6  + 0 . 0 1 cm.Bore of pulley, -
Diametsr of pivot bearing s h a f t , 59 + 0 . 0 1 em.
Coefficient of friction of pulley bearing, up: 0.0236 + 0.001

Coefficient of friction of pivot bearing, Upb' Ì
4 o
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to be related to the end load, W (kg), by the relationship 
given in the Appendix IV.

(112.919 + 3.812 W^) g^

where is in N and is the accelerttion due to gravity
. -2in ms

A graph of against end load, W^, was plotted 
as shown in Fig. 6.1. From the graph it can be seen that 
the calculated values of F^ are in good agreement when 
calibrated against the experimental values obtained by the 
use of 'VJ^.A.Webb' weighing scale. The uncertainty in F^
was calculated in the region of li.

However, it was later discovered that at low 
inflation pressure, the amount of deflection caused by the 
smallest applied load (1.4U kN) was too high to enable 
the calculation of work done on the tyre, at low detlectiou. 
in order to obtain further data in the lower region of the 
load-deflection curves, it was decided to make some modi
fications to the apparatus. This was done by the use of 
counter weight at the end of the beam assembly. The modi
fied version of the apparatus set-up is shown in Fig. 4.6.

X -TPauired to hold the beam assemblyThe minimum counterweight <1
in equilibrium was 30.02 t 0.02 kg. The load applied on 
the tyre was then calculated according to the relationship
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= (3.777 - 0.3^6)

where is in N . The least force required to move the 
beam assembly was calculated to be equal to = 7.9 1*.

6.2 Effect of time upon radial deflect:!on.

The deflection of the tyre under a load is a 
time dependent because of the viscoelastic nature of the 
rubber and the cords. This is evident from the curves 
shown in Fig. 6.2. The change in deflection was signi
ficant in the early stages of loading up to a period of 
5 minutes» after which no appreciable change in the 
deflection were observed.

It was, therefore, decided that all subsequent 
measurements of the deflection of the tyre were to be taken 
after a lapse of 15 minutes of loading. ^

6.3. Effect of ambient temperature upon pressure 
difference between tyres.

The influence of ambient temperature upon the 
pressure difference between the two tyres can be readily 
seen in Fig. 6.3. Initially an Increase in the ambient 
temperature caused a decrease in the test pressure with 
respect to the reference tyre, or in other words the
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• «
= (3.777 Wg - 0.3^6)

where is in N . The least force required to move the
beam assembly was calculated to be equal to - 7.9 h

6.2 . Effect of time upon radial deflect:!on.

The deflection of the tyre under a load is a 
time dependent because of the viscoelastic nature of the 
rubber and the cords. This is evident from the curves 
shown in Fig. 6.2. The change in deflection was signi
ficant in the early stages of loading up to a period of 
5 minutes, after which no appreciable change in the 
deflection were observed.

It was, therefore, decided that all subsequent 
measurements of the deflection of the tyre were to bo taken 
after a lapse of 15 minutes of loading.

6.3. Effect of ambient temperature upon pressure 
difference between tyres.

The influence of ambient temperature upon the 
pressure difference between the two tyres can be readily 
seen in Fig. 6.3. Initially an increase in the ambient 
temperature caused a decrease in the test pressure with 
respect to the reference tyre, or in other words the
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relative increase in pressure in the reference tyre is 
greater than that of the test tyre. However, as can be 
seen in the Fig. 6.3., the pressure in the two tyres came 
to equilibrium again with each other in the later stages.

A. plausible explanation for this behaviour may 
be attributed to the following factors:-

II

The reference tyre section is situated 
relatively nearer to the heating system as 
compared to the test tyre section. As a 
consequence of this, the reference tyre 
section may be exposed to a relatively 
higher temperature gradient, thereby causing 
the pressure in the section to rise at a 
slightly higher rate than the test tyre 
section. The reverse will occur when it is 
suddenly cooled. IJith time, however, as the 
temperature in the room becomes more uniform, 

pressure in the two sections will come 
to equilibrium with each other again.

(ii) There is a difference in the volume between 
the test tyre and the reference tyre. 
Probably as a consequence of this there is 
a time lag for the tyres to achieve the 
equilibrium condition.
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(iii) The change in the saturated vapour pressure 
of the water in the water-differential 
manometer.

It was then decided that to reduce the effect of
(i) and (ii), the reference tyre was moved to a position 
as close as possible to the Lest tyre. Some improvement 
was observed as a result of this alteration of position.

6.3.1 Analysis of the effect of increase in temperature 
upon the difference of pressures betv/een the two
tyres.

The increase in the internal pressures of the 
tyres as a result of an increase in the internal tempera
ture can be determined by the relationship.

P =

where T^ is the initial pressure and temperature
respectively.

Hence, according to the above relationship, the difference 
in pressure between the test and reference tyres is,

P, fT - T )T. r'
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where the subscript t and r denotes the test and reference 
tyre respectively.

Substituting P„ Si**« *’i" * *'b̂
Equation (6.2) and rearranging, gives

h = - 2 -  (h. + h^)w m
w

Tt-^r ..... (6.3)

From Equation (6.3) it can be readily seen that the 
difference in pressure between the two tyres, as measured 
by the difference in height of the water columns in the 
water-differential manometer,is a function of the initial 
temperature and pressure, and the difference in the 
temperature increase between them.

A measure of the sensitivity of the water- 
differential manometer with respect to -.change in tempera
ture between the two tyres is illustrated in the example
below.

Ambient pressure, h|̂ 
Initial pressure, ĥ^

760 mmHg
760 mmHg
20 C

• = 13.57
^w
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If the temperature difference between the two tyres is 
0.1 C, then

0.1
h = 1 3 . 5 7 (760 + 760) --------- -^ (273 + 20)

- 7.04. mmĤO

From the above calculation» it can be seen that the 
difference in temperature between the two tyres can greatly 
influence the measurement of the pressure changes. It is 
therefore essential to allow sufficient time to elapse 
before the readings are taken.

6.it. Volume of the tyre

The volume of the is determined by the expansion/ 
compression, method according to the relationship given in 
Equation (^.9) and (it.10). and by the method of completely 
filling the tyre with distilled water and weighing, iig. 
6.^. shows a typical relationship between the pressure 
difference, h, and volume of air expanded/compressed. H. 
From the graph, it can be seen that the relationship is 
linear and there is a slight difference in slopes between 
the compression and the expansion process. The slope of 
the line is calculated by regression method and the error 
in the slope is taken at 95 percent confidence limit.
The volume of the dead space was estimated to be 313.5 +
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Effect of inflation pressure upon internal volume 
of the tyre.

The volume of the tyre obtained by method of 
filling with distilled water is shown in fig. 6.5. It can 
be seen that for both tyre.s, the test tyre and tho reference 
tyre, the internal volume increases non-linearly up bo a 
pressure of =¡55 kPa, above it the relationship is linear.
It can also be seen that the volume of the test tyre is 
significantly higher than the volume of the reference tyre. 
The volume of the test tyre is calculated to be 1.05 times 
greater than the greater than the volume of the reference
tyre.

The differences between the volume of the test 
tyre obtained by the two methods is depicted in Fig. 6.6. 
The volume of the test tyre calculated from Equation (4-.9) 
when compared against the value obtained from the method 
of filling the tyre with water and weighing was found to 
be not significant at 5 percent level of significance.

The slight difference in values between the two 
methods may be due to several factors. One of the factors 
is the presence of some air bubbles being generated during 
the pumping of water into the tyre and as a result of this 
air pocket is being formed at the uppermost section of the 
tyre. As a result of this, the calculated value will*be
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slightly lower than the actual value. On the other hand, 
in the case of the expansion/compression method, the effect 
of temperature changes during the process and also the 
effect of difference in the volume of the test tyre and 
the reference tyre were not taken into consideration. The 
temperature changes during the process is evident from the 
graph of h against H in Fig. Ó.4’* for the expansion and 
compression process. The compression process exhibit a 
higher slope compared to the expansion process. Since the 
volume of the tyre calculated from Equation (4̂ .10) is 
inversely proportional to the slope of the line, the value 
obtained for the expansion process tends to be on the high 
side and the reverse with the compression process. This 
however, can be minimised by taking the mean of the two.
The volume of the test tyre obtained by this method is 
reduced by 0.2 percent when the difference between the test 
and reference tyres is taken into consideration.

6.5. T.oftd-deflection relationship. ’•

A series of load-deflection curves at varying 
inflation pressures for cross-ply tyre, rayon-belted and 
steel-belted radial tyres are constructed in the form of 
lattice plot as shown in Figs. 6.7a, 6.7b and 6.7c 
respectively. The lattice plot is formed by initially 
plotting load as a function of radial deflection at the 
maximum inflation pressure used for the particular tyre.
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'i?' Results at subsequent inflation pressures are plotted with 
their origins displaced along the deflection axis by an 
increment proportional to the change in the inflation 
pressures. From the graphs it can be seen that inflation 
pressure is a predominant factor in the load-deflection 
characteristics of the tyre. The radial stiffness of the 
tyre increases with increase in the inflation pressure. 
The increase in the radial stiffness of a cross-ply tyre 
is faster when compared to the radial tyres. This is 
evident from the shape of the curves. The curve for the 
cross-ply tyre has a point of inflection which is not 
evident for the radial-ply tyres.

5 ,5 ,1 , The effect of rise in pressure upon deflection,^

The rise of the air pressure in the tyre upon 
radial deflection for the cross-ply tyre, rayon-belted and 
steel-belted radial tyres are shown in. Figs. 6 .8a, 6 .8b, 
and 6 .8c respectively. From the graphs ^t can be seen that 
at a constant deflection, the rise in pressure is greater 
in tyres with higher inflation pressure. The graphs of the 
ratio of pressure rise, Ap, to absolute inflation pressure,
P . against radial deflection for the cross-ply tyre,

rayon-belted and steel-belted radial tyres are shown in 
Figs, 6.9a, 6.9b and 6.9c respectively. It can be seen 
that, in the case of the cross-ply tyre, the ratio Ap/P^^^

deviaties somewhat from the other data at very low inflation
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Fig. 6.8a Plot of rise in air pressure of a cross-ply 
tyre against radial deflection at various
inflation pressure.
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Fig. 6.9a. Plot of pressure rise ratio against 
radial deflection at various inflation 
pressures for cros^ply tyre.113







pressure whereas at higher pressure in the tyre the values 
of Ap/P are almost coincident in one single curve. Hence, 
it is admissible to represent the relationship of ^p/^abs’ 
with respect to radial deflection by a simple exponential 
function. The test data for both radial tyres show a 
similar type of relationship.

The percentage rise in the pressure of the tyres 
at 3 cm deflection was calculated to be not more than 2
percent.

5^5,2. Effect of change in volume upon deflection.

The change in the volume of the tyre upon radial 
deflection for the cross-ply tyre, rayon-belted and steel- 
belted radial,tyres is slo'-m in Figs. 6.10a, 6.10b and 
6.10c respectively. From the graphs it can be seen that 
w3 th exception of the data obtained at a very lo« inflation 
pressure, almost all the test points seem to lie within 
the proximity of a single curve. From this it can be 
inferred that the relationship between change in the 
volume of the tyre and the radial deflection is independent 
of the Initial inflation pressure and that there is a 
negligible change in the internal volume of the tyre as 
a result of increase in pressure due to loading.
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6 ,5 .3 . Relationship between change in volume and
pressure rise ratio.

The relationship between the change in volume 
and the pressure rise ratio for the cross-ply tyre, rayon- 
belted and steel-belted tyres are shown in Figs, o.ila,
6 .1 1 b and 6 .1 1 c respectively. In the case of the radial 
tyres, within the limit of experimental error, all the 
points seem to lie along a straight line irrespective of 
the initial Inflation pressures. Thus it can be inferred 
that the loading process took place isothermally and the 
air contained in the tyre obeys the Ideal Gas Law. r-ence 
the use of Equation (2.3) for the calculation of the 
internal volume of the tyre and the dead space is applicable 
here. It can also be inferred that there is a negligible 
increase in the volume of the tyre with increase in the 
inflation pressure. In the case of the cross-ply tyre, 
however, there is some indication of a slight increase in 
the volume of the tyre by the slight variation in the 
slopes of the curves with increase in inflation pressure 
as shown in Fig. 6.11a. Whereas in the case of the radial 
tyres, the slopes of the lines in Figs. 6.11b and 6 .II0 

are almost identical. This tend to suggest that the cross- 
ply tyre experience more interlaminar movement with 
increase in pressure when compared to radial tyres due to 
its bias construction. The variations of the volumes 
of the tyres with inflation pressures as calculated by
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regressing AV against shown in Fig. 6.12. This
confirms the earlier suggestion that the cross-ply tyre 
internal volume increases with increase in inflation 
pressure and also that the difference between the volumes 
of rayon-belted and steel-belted radial tyres is of the 
order of 2 to 3 percent.

6 .6. Work done

6.6.1. External work done on the tyre.

The external work done on the tyre by the load 
is calculated from the area enclosed between the load- 
deflection curve and the deflection axis. The area is 
calculated using the trapezoidal method. The graph of the 
external work done on the tyre against radial deflection 
at various inflation pressures for the cross-ply tyre, 
rayon-belted and steel-belted radial tyres are plotted as 
depicted in Figs. 6.13a, 6.13b and 6.13.o respectively.

;. if
I

6.6.2. Work done on/by the air«_

The work done on the air in the tyre when it is 
compressed, Wp, is evaluated according to the relationship 
given by Equation (4.16) and the work done by the air, Wv, 
when it is allowed to expand to its initial pressure is 
calculated from Equation (4.19). The calculated values of
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6.13a. Plot of the external work done against 
radial deflection for cross-ply tyre.
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Wp and Wv are plotted against radial deflection for cross- 
ply tyre (Figs. 6.1^ - 6.15), rayon-belted radial tyre (Figs. 
5 , 1 7  - 6.18) and steel-belted radial tyre (Figs. 6.20 
6.21). The relationship between Wp and Wv for the cross- 
ply tyre, rayon-belted radial tyre and the steel-belted 
radial tyre are shown in Figs. 6.16, 6.19 and 6--:2 
respectively. It can bo seen thab for the three tyres 
the relationship between Wp and Wv is linear. This indicates 
that the process of compression and expansion took place
reversibly.

6.6.3. Work done on the t.yYB structure.

The work required to deform the structure of 
the tyre is calculated from the different between the total 
external work done on the tyre and the work done on/by the 
air contained. The relationship between the work done on 
the tyre structure against radial deflection is shown in 
Figs. 6.23a. 6.23b and 6.23c for the cross-ply tyre, rayo..- 
belted and steel-belted radial tyres respectively. Within 
the limits of experimental errors it can be safely said 
that the work done on the tyre structure is independent of 
the inflation pressure. This is highlighted by the fact 
that the experimental points corresponding to zero inflation 
pressure lie within the cluster of the points corresponding 
to various inflation pressures. From the graphs it is 
evident that the work done on the cross-ply tyre structure 
is almost twice that required to deform the radial tyres.
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This is mainly due to the heavy shoulder of cross-ply 
tyre. Another contributory factor is its stiffer side-
walls.

The percentage ratio of work done on tyre 
structure to external work done against radial deflection 
for the oross-ply tyre, rayon-bolted and steeJ-belted 
tyrea are shown in Figs. 6 .24a. 6.24b and 6.24o respectively. 
From the graphs it can be seen that the proportion of 
work required to deform the tyre structure decreases with 
increase in inflation pressure. Also, at constant 
inflation pressure there seem to be no significant increase 
in the proportion of the work done on the structure at 
deflection more than 1 cm. At deflection less than 1 cm. 
a difference in behaviour of the tyres are observed.
This suggest that the tyres undergo two stages of deforma
tions. In the early stage, bending and compression of the 
tread band dominates and in later stages the bending of 
sidewalls dominates. In the case of the cross-ply tyre 
and the rayon-belted radial tyre, the tyre structure 
release part of its stored energy whereas in the case of 
the steel-belted radial tyre positive work is being done 
on the tyre structure. In the later stages, the order of 
proportion of work done on the tyre structure is .

cross-ply > rayon-belted > steel-belted
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Fig. 6.14. Plot of work done on air against radial 
deflection for cross-ply tyre.
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Fig. 6.16. Plot of
done by air of a cross-ply tyre.
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Fig. 6.16. Plot of work done on air against work 
done by air of a cross-ply tyre.
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Fig. 6.23a. Plot of work done on tyre structure against
radial deflection for cross-ply tyre.
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Fig. 6.23c. Plot of work done on tyre structure against
radial deflection for steel-belted radial
tyre.
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6.7. Discussions.

6,7.1. Apparatus and experimental techniques.

From the results obtained it can be said that 
the load-deflocbd.on and pressuj'e-volume ineasurinf,' apparatus 
performed very satisfatorily considering its So.uiplicity.
The accuracy in the measurement of the load on the tyre 
is estimated to be in the order of less than 1 percent 
and in the case of pressure-volume measurement the accuracy 
is in the order of 2 percent.

In the case of the load-deflection measuring 
apparatus, the accuracy 'in the calculation of the load- 
deflection characteristics of the tyre depends on the 
measured dimensional and calculated parameters and to some 
extent on the conditon in which the flat surface is applied
onto the tyre.

One of the parameters involved is the coefficient 
of friction of the pivot bearing. The value of this 
parameter. Up^. as shown in Table 6.1. is relatively high. 
Reduction of this coefficient of friction will undoubtly 
be more desirable especially in the case of small loadins. 
One system that is thought to be most appropriate for this 
type of work is the 'knife-edge' fulcrum, commonly used 
in balances. However, changing from the present pivot
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bearing system would require significant rebuilding of the •* , 
apparatus. To avoid this, the simple expedient of applying 
low frequency vibration to the pivot bearing was employed.
This was achieved by placing a rather noisy vacuum pump 
directly on the apparatus frame under the pivot bearing.
It was found that a signif:Lc;aat IcaprovemetiI Is obtained by
the use of this method.

The manner in which the flat loading plate is 
applied onto the tyre is important because of the possi
bility of friction between the tyre and the flat plate.
During the course of the loading process care must be taken 
to ensure that the flat plate is applied horizontally at 
all times to minimise the shearing effect in the tyre. The 
friction between the flat surface and the tyre has an effect 
on the load-deflection behaviour of the tyre. Charrler (1) 
reported that load-deflection behaviour of a membrane loaded 
between two plates is dependent upon the restraints in the 
contact surfaces. Increase in the friction between the 
membrane and the flat plates surfaces will cause an Increase 
in the stiffness of the membrane. Similar observation was 
reported by Walter(2) on actual tyres.

The performance of the pressure-volume measuring 
equipment is dependent upon the sensitivity and accuracy of 
the temperature controKl 0.1 C). In the present arrange
ment. the changes in the volume of the air is measured by
a single expansion/compression column. Even though
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performed satisfactorily by the consistency of the result 
obtained, it would enhance the performance of this system 
if two volume measuring columns, one for measuring small 
changes in volume and the other for measuring large changes 
in volume, are used.

However, the major disadvantage or handicap with 
the present arrangement is that the amount of manual opera« 
tions that have to be performed is rather laborious. It 
would be interesting if the operations could be carried out 
automatically, partially or full. This could be carried 
out by using pressure, load and displacement transducers 
and interfacing them with a microcomputer. Apart from 
reducing the number of manual operations in carrying out 
the procedures as detailed in Chapter 5 and the recording 
of the experimental data, it will also reduce the time 
consumed in analysing the data.

The curves for the pressure rise ratio(i.e., the 
ratio of against radial deflection) are depicted in
Figs. 6.9a, 6.9b and 6.9c for the cross-ply tyre, rayon- 
belted radial and steel-belted radial tyres respectively.
It is interesting to note that all the points on these 
graphs are coincident with the exception of the cross^ply
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tyre at very low inflation pressures. Hence, the points 
can be fitted to a single master curve. This implies that 
the pressure rise ratio is only dependent upon the radial 
deflection of the tyre. Another interesting feature of the 
curves is that there are d.iff«-encea in the amount of 
scatter of points shown by th,a radial and the cross ply 
tyres. There is less scatter In the radial tyres especially 
in the steel-belted radial tyre. Since the scatter of 
points in the cross-ply tyre and the rayon-belted tyre is 
not at random and have a definite trend, it indicates that 
some form of physical change to the tyre struocare is taking 
place. One of the plausible reason is the increase in the 
volume of tyre with increase in the internal pressure. 
Assuming that the volume of.these tyres at low inflation 
pressure is comparatively smaller than when it is highly 
inflated, then for the same deflection the percentage 
decrease in-volume is larger at low inflation pressure.
Correspondingly the Increase in pressure will' be bigger.

n 4 + cs In "Plira 6.10a and 6.10b . suppoi?̂  The experimental points in Fig -
the above ..argument.

6.7.3. T,...s-Hefleet^-" characteristics of tyre.

As mentioned in Chapter 2. the mechanism of load 
transmission from the contact patch to the tyre axle is very 

........ 1« 1.
...... .t t.rc. ......1...* “ •
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the tyre structure. This can be achieved by the determina
tion of the inflation pressure at which zero tyre to ground 
contact pressure occurs, i.e., when there is no external 
load to the tyre. There are two methods whereby this can 
be determined, graphical and analytical. In the analytical 
method, the load-deflection characteristics are analysed 
by regression analysis according to the relationshipO).

L = ( A + B.P) (6.1)

where radial load, N 
inflation pressure, kPa 
radial deflection, mm
exponent depending on tyre construction

From the analysis of the experimental load-deflection 
data, the folloving relationship are obtained.

For the cross-ply tyre:

L = (26.49 + 0.3144 P) Z1.25 (6.1a)

For the rayon-belted radial tyre.

L = (15.95 + 0.3741 P) Z1.1375 (6.1b)
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For the steel-belted radial tyre:

L = (13.21 + 0.3321 P) (6.1c)

By setting L=0 in Equations 6.1a, 6.1b and 6-lc, the zero 
tyi’0 to ground contact preaauro occur« at hypothetical 
inflation pi’essures of-82.26„ *-iC2.64- and -39*78 kPa for 
the cross-ply, rayon-belted radial and steel-belted radial 
tyres respectively. Thus, the casing stiffness of the 
cross-ply , rayon-belted radial and steel-belted radial 
tyres transmit a force through the contact patch an equi
valent to an inflation pressures of 82.26, 4.2.64- and 39.78 
kPa respectively. It is interesting to note that, within 
the limits of experimental error, there is no significant 
difference in the casing stiffness between the radial 
tyres having different belt materials.

6.7.4,. Work done on the tyre structure., -

The work done on the tyre structure is dependent 
upon the design of the tyre and on the stiffness of the 
tread band and sidewalls. At low deflection bending of the 
tread is dominant and at high deflection bending of the 
sidewalls is dominant.

Normally, when a tyre is inflated there is a 
tendency for the tyre to conform to a more circular cross-
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For the steel-belted radial tyre:

L = (13.21 + 0.3321 P) (6.1c)

By setting L=0 in Equations 6.1a, 6.rlb and 6.1c, the zero 
tyre to ground contact press m e  occurs at hypothetical 
inflation pressures of-82.26, *-4̂ 2.64- and -39»78 kPa for 
the cross-ply, rayon-belted radial and steel-belted radial 
tyres respectively. Thus, the casing stiffness of the 
cross-ply t rayon-belted radial and steel-belted radial 
tyres transmit a force through the contact patch an equi
valent to an inflation pressures of 82.26, 42.64 and 39.78 
kPa respectively. It is interesting to note that, within 
the limits of experimental error, there is no significant 
difference in the casing stiffness between the radial 
tyres having different belt materials.

6 .7 .4 . Work done on the tyre structure,..

The work done on the tyre structure is dependent 
upon the design of the tyre and on the stiffness of the 
tread band and sidewalls. At low deflection bending of the 
tread is dominant and at high deflection bending of the 
sidewalls is dominant.

Normally, when a tyre is inflated there is a 
tendency for the tyre to conform to a more circular cross-
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sectional shape. This is because the increased sidewall 
tension tends to pull the edges of the breaker or belt 
assembly inwards toward the tyre beads while the inflation 
pressure pushes the centre of the breaker or belt assembly 
outwards. This tendency to change shape is dependent upon 
th(3 restraint of the breaker or belt assembly to bending 
moment about the circumferential centre line.

In the case of the cross-ply tyre and rayon-belted radial 
tyre, there is an increase in the width of the tyre and 
also in the height of the tyre at the centre of the tread 
band along the circumferential line with increase in 
inflation pressure. In other words, there is an increase 
in the curvature of the tread and also in the sidewalls. 
Hence, at low deflection most of the work done on the tyre 
will corresponds to flattening or straightening of the tread 
surface. Thus as a consequence of this , most of the work 
done in the early stages of loading will be that of compres
sing the air in the tyre. Also in flattening the tread,
«one of the energy ie being released. This phenomena is
depicted in Figs. 6.2Aa and 6.24b.

However, in the case of steel-belted radial tyre because of 
its stiff tread band due to the presence of the steel belt, 
there is little change in the curvature of the tread curva
ture as a result of increase in inflation pressure. Thus in 
the early stages of deflection, most of the work done- on
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the tyre will be that of a combination of the work done in 
compressing the tread band and that of work done in 
deflecting the sidewalls. De Eskinazi et.al. (4.) in his 
analysis of the stress resultants in the steel-belted tyre 
by the Finite Element Method, reported hhah reduction of 
the tyre bending stiffness has great influence in the 
magnitude of the meridian and circumferential stress resul
tant. This account for the difference in behaviour of the 
steel-belted radial tyre compared to the cross-ply tyre.
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CHAPTER 7

As a first stop towards an understandiiii' of the 
behaviour of a pneumatic tyre under load, bhe tyre is 
modelled as consisting of a ferible and inextensible 
membrane with a stiff band around it circumference. The 
theory of air-spring developed by Gent and Thomas (1) will 
be used in this analysis. Similar treatment have been 
carried out by lamagishi and Jenkins (2) in their analysis 
of the contact pressures of tyre. However, the approach 
taken here is slightly different and the treatment is
further simplified.

Basically, the model is developed based on the 
assumption that the flexible and inextensible membrane 
takes up a circular arch >f redius. x. and support a tension, 
t - pr. per unit length. Turther the air contained is 
assumed to obey Boyle-s Law and that the process of 
deformation takes place isothermally.

The compressive load. F. on a thin segment as
. V» 0 1 is viven by the relationship (1). shown in Fig. V.l is given j

(1 - 8 COS0) 
w 0

(7..1)
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sin 0 (7.2)

the inflation pressure 
contour length between plate edge and 
horizontal normal to the membrane, 
the height betv/een the plate and the 
horizontal normal to the membrane, 
plate half-width
angle substended by the membrane contour 
distance s.

Fig. 7.1. Geometry of the thin segment under 
the action of compressive load.
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■‘V From Fig. (7.1), it can be easily derived that the volume (>cr 
l«n̂ tV)̂ /,of the segment at arbitrary deflection is ,

V = {2 sin <)> + y (2<l> “ sin 2<|> )}/ 2(J) ...(7.3)
4vis

and the initial volume of the segment, V^, corresponding 
to F = 0 in Equation (7.1) ia givon by the relationship.

=  ( s i n < l ) Q  +  ^  ) / 2 < J ) q

4iJs

(7.^)

where 4)̂ = arc cos -—

Since the air contained in this segment is 
assumed to obey Boyle's la« and that the compression takes 
place isothermally, the pressure of the air at arbitrary 
deflection is given by the relationship,

s
V. (sin4)̂ + (7.5)
V {2sin<i> (24> “ sin 2<t>)}/4)

Subtituting the value of P in Equation'(7.5) into Equation 
(7.1) and rearranging, gives

(sin 4>_ +
S C O S ^ ' vF = 2P^w(l - — (2sini|> + ~ (2* sin 2<> )} /♦

(7.6)
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Equation (7.6) constitutes the load supported by a single 
segment and this is governed by the parametric angle 4> , 
which itself is a function of the deflection.

If the tyre contact length is 2a and the
deflection at the centre of the contact patch is y,̂, then 
the relationship between a and is v.n by the Kquatxon
(2.3) in p.28 is.

From Fig. 7.2. the deflection experience by the segment 
at a distance, x. from the centre of the contact patch is

,,,,......(7 .7 )
z =

If Zq is small compared to .Equation (7.7) can be 
simplified to give z explicitly a function of x

(7.8)
z =

If the contact length a is divided in H segments of 
thickness AX , then the distance of the nth segment from
the centre of the contact patch is.

V . Ax(n-1) Ax + —
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Fig. 7.2. Relationship between deflection and 
contact length.

X = (n - ¿) Ax

and*
= (n - Ax

2 n(n “ l) Ax

a 1 2as n(n “ 1) i jj ^ (7.9)

Substituting Equation (7.9) into Equation (7.8) will give
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the value of z in term of the contact length of the patch.

z =
2. y  - n(n-l){—I“}

1(1 - n(n-l)-^“p)
H (7.10)

s 1 a J
n(n-l)-^

Accordingly the new ratio of the height to length of the 
aembranc is,.

(7.11)

From Equations (7.2).(7.10) and (7.11). the nev angle 
subtended by the membrane for that particular segment can
be expressed as.

sin<J). a (1 - n(n-l)/N^) ....(7.12)
s -D/N-

Hence, the value of.* for every segment can be determined 
from Equation (7.12). By substituting tkis value of ♦ into 
Equation(7.6) . the load supported by that segment can be 
evaluated. Therefore., the total load supported by the
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tyre will be equal to the sum of the load supported by 
each segment.

N
total = ^  ̂ ( - )  n=l  ̂N J

(7.13)

l.'rom the above equations the load supported by the tyre 
at any deflection, ẑ , can be predicted if the values of 
the initial parameters P^, h, s, w and are known.

A comparison between tic predicted values and 
the experimental values based on the measured parameters 
(Table 7.1) for the cross-ply tyre, rayon-belted and steel- 
belted radial tyres are shown'in Figs. 7.3a, 7.3b and 7.3c
respectively.

Table. 7.1-' 'Measured tyre .e.onstrucrtion. variables
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t vr From the graphs it can be seen that the predicted values 
for the radial tyres agree satisfactorily with the expert 
mental results whereas in the case of the cross-ply tyre 
it predicted reasonably well at higher inflation pressures. 
This is as expected because the model was devel<-pod based 
on the assumption that the sidewalls behave lit« a Ooxi- 
tie membrane with no stiffness. Hence, from the difference 
between the theoretical and experimental values, especially 
at low inflation pressures, one can infer that the bigger 
the difference the stiffer will be the sidewalls. Base 
on this criteria, it is not too difficult to qualify that 
the cross-ply tyre has the most rigid sidewall followed

n j T 1. TVifi «51s©1 “ ®̂  r&di&lby the rayon-belted radial tyre. The steel
-< + o+nff sidewaDls. This is in accordancehaving the least stiff siaewaj-j.i>

•mcTi + fll results obtained as reported in with the experimental resuiT,
chapter 6.

In conclusion, the fact that thin model has 
successfully predicted the load-deflection behaviour of ' 
tyres from the knowledge of its construction parameters

.... «i. i n  “  •
,h. .t .h. P.r...»«- “PP"

load deflection characteristics of tyres.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORjL

8.1 . Conclusions

From the results of the experiment it can be 
concluded that a reasonable amount of accuracy can be 
obtained from the system used. The calculated load was 
found to accurate in the region of 1 percent.

Within the limits of experimental error the 
volume of the tyre determined by the air expansion/ 
compression method is in close agreement with the value 
obtained by the method of filling the tyre with water. 
However, there is one distinct advantage of using the
air expansion/compression method xn that it eliminates
the problem of dismantling the system.

The change in the pressure rise ratio an

the Change in the volume of the tyre. AV, are dependent
upon the tyre deflection and independent of the inflation
pressure. The roliUon ship between AV and

.IV. .liv fonfirming the assurapti on that the to be linear, t h e v o h y , conixrmxnb
X* +>iP tvre took place isotherraallyprocess of deformation of the tyre lo  p
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Comparison of the work done on the air determined 
by the method of pressure measurement and that determined 
by volume measurements were found to lie within i 2 percent 
of each other. The major contributory factor for the 
difference between the values of the work done on air by 
the two methods is the effect of temperature changes in the 
air during the compression and expansion processes. This 
is especially so in the case at large deformation of tyro.

The load required to deform the tyre depends upon 
the infiation pressure and the tyre construction. At rated 
inflation pressure, 80-90 percent of the load supported by 
the tyre is due to its pneumatic contribution and 10-20 
percent due to its structural contribution. Further, it 
was found that the structural contribution of the tyre is 
independent of the inflation pressure. The equation used 
to characterise the load-deflection behaviour of the tyre 
in the form of L=(A + B.P)z" agrees satisfActorily with 
the experimental results especially in the case of radial 
tyres. The percentage proportion of the work done on the 
tyre structure decreases with increase in inflation pressure, 
A difference in behaviour between the steel-belted radial 

and the other tyres'was observed.

A simplified treatment of the load -deflection 
behaviour of the tyres based on Gent and Thomas theory of 
air spring has been developed. The predicted result agrees
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satisfactorily with the experimental values.

8 .2 . Suggestions for further work

One of the most intriguing aspect of the results 
gathered from the e x p a r i m o u i .  is the ralcas'.ng of pax t of 
the energy stored in the structure of the tyre and the 
applicability of the Gent and Thomas theory to predict the 
load-deflection behaviour of the pneumatic tyre. In view 
of this, the following suggestions for further work are

proposed.

1. Further development in the construction of 
the apparatus and experimental techniques.

2. Study the effect of tread curvature and 
stiffness on the energy release.

3. Extend the study to include the effect of 
adiabatic process.

u. study the effect of tilting and twisting 
on tyre.

8.2.1 devel-r"“"̂ - construction of, tlje
«pparat»« evperimental techniques.

Though the present apparatus performed satis-
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factorily, it is only for development syste:.".. One of its 
shortcomings is the tremendous amount of manual work 
involved in carrying out the procedures and also the time 
consumed in collecting and analysing the data. This 
system can be enhanced through the use of sensitive load,- 
pressure and displacement transducers and intorf.acing 
them to a computer. This will undoubtedly reduce the 
manual operations and time. Furthermore, with increase 
sensitivity of the system, improvement in the system per
formance could be achieved.

8.2.2. fit.i.flv t.he ef«-"-»- c-.xrvature and stiffness
t.ViA «nergy rfilease behnviour of tyre.

When a tyre eord which is in tension undergoes 
compression, part of its stored energy is being released. 
The tranferanoe of this energy to the other part of the 
tyre effect the performance of tho tyre. Study ia this 
field will give a better understanding into the behaviour

of tyre.

8 .2 .3 .

The work that has been carried out involves 
„ainly with the isothermal type of deformation. In real 
world, however, this is not the case. As a result of
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rolling and thumping, the air contained;in the tyre is 
undergoing an adiabatic type of process. As a consequence 
of this there will an increase in the temperature. The 
effect of temperature rise upon the stiffness of the tyre 
has been studied by Nioholson(l) on model tyre. Amongst 
other things, he reported that an increase in the tempera
ture of the air in the tyre has a significant effect on 
tyre stiffness. It would therefore broaden our under
standing of the behaviour of the tyre if the study of the 
effect of adiabatic process be enlarged to cover a wider 
aspect of tyre constructions and materials.

8.2.4. t.he. effect of tiltinp and twistlnj

The investigations that has been carried out 
in this project covers mainly one aspect of tyre behaviour. 
Other aspect of tyre behaviour such as tilting and twisting, 
in which.the tyre has to endure in service Have not been 
investigated. It would therefore be moAt appropriate to 
include this aspect of tyre behaviour into future studies.
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APPENDIX

CALCULATIONS AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL 
ERRORS.

The error in the calculated values presented 
in this work have been determined by means of a simple 
propagation of error analysis. This method says that for 
a calculated value, f, which is a function of measured 
quantities and which is determined by the relationship

f = f(Xĵ ) (l.i)

the most probable error or the uncertainty. Af. propagated 
in the calculation of f is approximately

(l.ii)

where = error in the measured quantity



a f p s n d i x I
DeteriOination of the coeftlcient of friction 
of the pulley beariiig.

When "cne lorvico —  x-—
cable are equal contact between the pulley and the shaft 
takes place at A. The force F is then Increased until the
pulley just slide around the shaft.

The perpendicular distance froa the centre of 
the pulley to the line of action of !l is r^ where r^ =
rsinrf^« the liai tins angle ^
su.ning the rioaent of forces about B and equating it to
zero,

- < V 2 ■ °<»p/2 + V p>*L " "p V p ■ ‘ V 2 ■ V p’

/»n =
.(U)

”p *



The coefficient of friction, of the pulley bearins,
« is determined from equation (1*1)
~ P

( V  *P* L̂̂ '̂ p
The most probable value of the experimental error 

in the determination of the coefficient of friction of the 
pulley bearing la given by the relationship. ^

*
" I 25/1P AD

. . .  C.2)

v̂ n.ere

( V  ”p*

^ 1  i V J V - —
' (W.* v; . ¡1)

'V*
d‘l, (■',* ■>'/ + F,)'

■'p
(w.* -L* J



^L- \
^"P “̂P “v*

t \
. _ .Ì

'■''l* "p " *'l ]
. ^ - wL

^ p  4
v;.+ '* + FL p h j

.

n ___(U-l)X » - Wsp.Xsp ........ .
w¡

„„ /  Is calculated accordin« to tie .and the true force F is c
relationship

1  ̂  ̂+ u d W - ......= W, (Dp*
°P - /^pS

and W  Is the w e i g h t  of the hook.



Let D = yipd
The uncertainty in C is calculated iron tne relationship.

where

AD = 2 ♦ f .Adp V' (B-3)

" I Tp
substituting D into equation (!.«.. Si'̂ es

.1- j

(Dp- D)

In other forn,
Dp, D, v/p, W^)

In the calculatioa orf caaTherefore the uncertainty 
be represented by the relationship.

.

+ Í  Av*̂  
d.v"

2 ....... (l!-4)

where



- D.Ŵ
( V

= vV D -
i t P P 

(D

= D
p ; D - P

= 1

= f(F̂

L P

$mce
The uncertainty in Xg is 
relationship

T ’ sp* sp’ a
calculated according to the

'̂̂ 3 .A
^ ..so

..........

where

d X g  = %

'‘ B

=
-,1i

••3

=
• r

— §£
J sp. •̂B



- wso

¿X- - *'sp.V

The coemoient of frictior. of the pivot hearln.
h« calculated frou the followins relationship. lelOJie can be calculated , 1 0 .. the centre of thethe noient of all forces about A .i.e.,

oivot bearing.

2  ’■■A =  ̂ '̂ sp.̂ sp
i , ... _ Q

■Ml V  — ?  •  X ”P ^ ^



on recrri-.nginL- the above equation.

/ p 3 = '"sp.’̂sp" ’V e ~  " (iu.1)
l i

where f’’ the true limiting force required to prevent the 
beam assembly from turning and N 3 is tne normal reactxon 
acting at the pivot bearing. F can be calculated 
according to the relationship given in the equation CU-2) •

= V(ĵ {Dp+ u^d^;+ UpdpWp - Vî

and K - is calculated by taking the summation of all tne 
vertical forces and equating it to aero x.e.,

= c "pb ’'sp  3  ̂ Pt>

. ,r ..... ....... vr".. T-T - i + ! i *'7" **tneremcre - -'pb sp 3
of the experi r n e n t a L ^ m i ^ i i ^ i b ^  

eoefficieht.^Ln[£l-tinn of the pivot bê h . .
From equation (@ 1), the coefficient of friction 

of the pivot bearing is,
,1

Pb = ;/ X__+sp. SP P -ig--
' s p / V  V

therefore . X,, .Vr. Xg.'' .^F’V ^



The uncertainty in the determination of câ n oe
according to the relationship.

.2

6

calcuited

where

[ ^ • ^ * s p ] ^ "  1
l^^sp J ^

J

J ^=^6 •*

p>^pb-^V]^
1 i

B"^ ^^pb^sp"^"sp=‘sp* * » V “b*

l£b (Wgp+'Va+i«pb*V^

W
‘sp

^  = (v.3p*^B*%b^V^'>ib-r(«sp=‘sp^ ' ' ' 6 W e - ^ - f > ^
a«B



V p b  = •'=p(*B-̂ sp̂ *'''DbV''E‘’‘B-
d  ̂(W +-Vfl+W .+Wp-.pb  ̂ sp D po 
2

V p b  = 
3xß

_____

t*sp'̂ "B*'''pb*'“B''''̂  J S

/̂*pb = (•''sp*'̂ B*’'pb'"'''B''' -̂̂ Ib-
d./g

(‘''sp̂ S-̂ %b"'''E-'' ^

= '“sp'’'B‘*sp'’''*'6‘*E‘*8̂

•Xg)+í'
-F )

^e“^’̂sp‘̂ sp+ *f"22k

V,D =
d'g

J^E__

Vpb =
> f’

,^.x^-(W^p.X3p*V,8.XB*..

 ̂ 2

I

g.Xg-F .Xf)^

= wsp'V*®P
)+We(: .♦Xo)+W„KXF+«E'*r"e,(xb+x,)-2F .X.

<i„>. ,̂V.-F )

+WöX«+v;-.xg.F.Xy)

'ipb(ï'sp-̂ '"8-̂ "'pb*'‘*E-'’ >



appendix tv t'lR load ectlnK Oi- the tyre

IF; 0 = Npb*'''pb*’"sp*'"6''*E'̂ T
N (■'„b*»sT>*V^E^pb“ pb sp

2 * 7̂ pb-̂ pb*''‘pb""sp

Substitute (Ĥ‘0 into (l/'2)

d_b.. V/g. Xg-F,p. X

Ĉ .l)

CiV.2)

pb'^pb F̂ -(Wpb'̂ V/gp+WB*’''E’ +w . X gp+ w B+ Vii £• X g- i’-j • X 3P

+ *v_
T' sp B)?pb- <i,b-"B**sp-W'‘B*B” 'r*er

'*spTpb-V7p'> ’̂ " ' ^ ‘’'
( *'-’e  ̂*b7 p'o' *'“ ®P'

0

+V<oX-+V̂ »»X|̂  0

•♦•’AoXB*8sp
d_v.)W3pX,p^*AXB*B^bT p'd • %b* ■'' sp* "8̂  *'"e‘ ’'E*i‘ Pb- ̂

(X d w)sp7 pd: ^



since .V- is the only variable parameter, equation W-3)sC£.n 06 written as
............. .= A + B.'rtg ..................

where : /  ̂ ^
^ = ‘̂sd ’̂ sp pb SF 0 "I

__________ ______ 2,.____________ _________t 1 'i X d g(x+U,^.d.v,) —ti—sp rpD 22
r.irm.tion of -vparlmenta] error of the load 
apniled on the tyre._
The load applied on the tyre is calculated iron 

equation (11̂4)«
......  (iX?)F.j, = (A+3.'/ij,) ...............

where Sj= Local acceleration due to ¿ravicy

2 —

2

2 = ^g‘̂)̂ pb*̂ £b ..... (V7)
_______ Z__ .....................

hat C = - d  substituting this value into

equation o}» and (i/.y) and rearranging, gives

A = w .......................................
(Xgp-C)



B = Xg+C oi«y)

Prom the above, C = f (/'pb>'̂ pb̂  ’
The uncertaihty in G Is represented by iC in we form
of ,

AG =
' ^ b

(t/.lfl)

v;here,

^ b
= Sb^^

pb
= /pb/2

Substituting these values of the aori 
equation. (IV-«» gives

of C into

AC =
2 i

(•Ipb- “po^‘̂ ‘̂'*Pb- '̂ pb' ^
(IV.«)

From equation

A = f(Wsp.Xsp’''B>*B’'*pb’“^
u«=r..i.o 1. »• «■ *• “

AA = (^A.*3p) ='sp> W g  ^ b
S*D .,,11 .....ok’fiz)
5c J

v/nere
0 sp



u = Xg+C
sp

> A C
A’V = X +c<5‘̂sp sp

I L - ” “ ( Vi g • ̂
^^sp

u ‘»B
1
\1 ¿A = ^̂ B̂ ŝp'
%i (x

sp

sp

From equation. ClV*9)» ^
The uncertainty in B is calculated accordir^ to tne 
relntionship»

iXr
AB = J(lB. AXg)^+(^- -5c

‘sp

sp

(x_ +C) sp

^sp"^e
Cx +c)‘ sp

(ir.i>)



Frora equation (IV*5) -
= f(A, b, ./g)= XV«, -2'

therefore the uncertainty in the calculation of ^  
is calculated according to the relationship-

AF^ ( 5̂ . AA)^+(|F. A6)^+(||« j

where  ̂F̂aA
^

= 6

appendix V. Mâl:

r>f the tyre is calculated from tne The volume of the tyr
relationship:

— d•pg•A (V-l)

Iv
4-v,« • U<rtkite ‘ pressure in mm Hg where d = the obsohi»«

0 2 = density of mercury
P = density of water

i-ional area of the expansion column,A = cross-sectional ar
s = slope of ti.e grapu of t aeaiast

h M e  value of tue experiiveatal erior i.The most probable vaiu~

1̂

.a

J



y r f^/f ).A
1 S

d.k

d A f"
iv„ = d.j^A
a s Vi*^

If the volume oi tue tyre Is calculated from the 
relationship,

Vt = ....
Pi

¥■r̂r̂r,̂ -rea of the water differencial« s e +*r.̂ c r o s S “"s2ctioiic-.X cAr̂S-
Tairter: T e  Tost Ptohahle value of the experimental error as 
calculated from the relationship

AV^ = +
iTd

the relationship 2̂

’ ' ......(V.4)
where

= |2( A a)
> d

=

>v- =

= d(A
S

a)

.3

d.flgA
?s

T a

( 1
d. P2

• S‘



appendix VT tione by air
The work done by air calculated by taeasurin* tne

change in pressure is re 
cJiapter ) •

'.V = (P:Ti

presented by tne equation of

(Pf*Pa^*Pa^I Pi ^Pafl
U * 4  ^\Pf-̂ ?a/ J

where
Pg = ““̂b

Pi = p.-si *'<=“

Pj = ^

eubstitutiiis the above values 
rearranging,

iii the above equation and

= (hca+hcjj)ln(ihcm+n’ cv/+hC|̂ ,i+hCi,(hca-̂ hĉ ' .
ncia+h' cv7+hc.jjhcm+hc^

that the percentaae uncertainty in P and g are Assuming tnat tne pex
negligî T-®*

V/̂ = f(V^, cŵ

therefore,

d *'ra = +h_v.)I-'̂ ^̂ r.m'‘‘̂  CW^^CbP.-Si *'ciii''’**cb
5)*‘‘cb\‘'cjl^cb__ 
1  K » ^ ‘‘cw*“cb



cm

I“(‘'cm"‘‘'cw*‘'cb>-“’ (h. +2Ch + h' ) rvi' CO ca cvL.
“cm^^b Ch +h' ■‘■h-v.)̂'“ cm cv; CD

cv*"cb>-‘‘’cv/̂ cm'̂ *'̂ 'cû  _

(»ca * '‘' W C‘‘cn*“'cv/-‘cb̂ "

V-'<P =
h (̂b. +b->,) “cb'̂ ca CO

The uncertainty in the v,ork done by air is calculated in 
accordance with the equatioa.

AW ( w •'p‘^°cb^^*^ cû ̂ p  ̂ b a' ■»V h_v̂  ^ca

.. ai-o

A hcb
Ah cm

A  h

uncertainty in tne volume oeasurenent o{ V *  

uncertainty in the barometric 
uncertainty in the mercury heiabt irf the 
mi-rcury manometer.

the water manometer.

Volume r>f expanded air
The volume of the expanded air is calculated 

according to the relationship.
,  . . . . . .  cy\.i)

cw



rhe uncertainty In tne calculation o£ the volume o£ expanded 
is represented oy the relationship

............  (W))A  V

v/here
ad, a*i,

2 d d

A  d.

Ah.

3L_.dc
if
uncertainty in the ueasurenenc of din,.-.eter of
expansion/cOuipresGion coluuin.
uncertainty in the ¿leasureoent of the deight of
expansion/coapressicn coluan.

done by air oz^,eMdreBenc.°L^ ^
Frod equation (fU) of chapter (4>. dhe wortc done 

is represented by

= (Pi-̂ Pâ T̂̂ -̂ 1 - V,

where
atmospheric pressure =

Pa
= intial pressure = fU&f cm

substituting the values in tue aoove cqua 
gives

\  - fr-L cc. dO T

tivU ana rearranging,

.......  cn4)



Assuming that the percentage of uncertainty in p.and g, are 
negligble.

V/ = f(V ,h ,‘v T cm* cb’ c
the derivatives of V/ are,

>*v =

=

^ **cb

>'i»v = 
>''c

( Vli:___ ]
1 ■ ''c/Vt /

‘cb

4- -!r,4-v In the calculatioa of work done therefore the uncertainty in tne Ccah. x
by the measurement of change in volume is,

. i«., n.,
ah cb ■

(VI.5)

h. mm0
t °C



The corrected height oi the mercury column is 
calculated according to the following equation. (42.;

ĉb = (b,
1  ̂ Prâ JO

cvn.1)

where
g. = standard acceleration of gravity = 9.806 65 ms ^ ^
i  = coefficient of expansion of mercury = 0.000 18 1 8 C
•HI  ̂ . O• rvK. rtf' brass = O.COO 01Ò k  ̂= ooeffient of linear expansion oi brass
° -2

 ̂ £ = 9.811 818 6 DisLocal acceleratiou of gravi y i
scale corrections (includes correction for

canillary and vacuum errors)(  ̂ 6zero, capiiJ-ary cm- q
Brass scale calibrated to be accurate at C.

h = <i»h * =s>:fi1 ( i - r ^  J ..
«S

Assuming that the percentage uncertainty in C^, g<. ĝ . \ -  

are smallj

therefore

¿ K '  ^



where

^“cb = V g ^  - (1+ Pm.t J

^‘'cb = - ( ‘‘b * °s^-®l/gs/ ^
T T (1

Thus the uncertainty in the h€
72 2

{ ( l - l £ m ^ t . A b V  j-(b, - C 3 ) i k ^ ) . A t |
I 1 + Brat - ' I  (1 I* at) J ^

(Vll. t
Kercury ^-hiibe manometer

The following readings are taken :
Reading on scale ; Left-hand ara

Right-hand arra:
• t °cManometer temperature

The corrected height of the mercury columh is 
calculated accordim; to the following relationso^p.

u  ̂ £ a .....

h mm.im
h mm.rm

4- pn°c = 13.5^5 £ cm"̂where «2 0 = density of mercury at 20 C
4- n°c - 13.595 1 £ cm ^a = density of mercury at 0 C 5 ^

TS r . i ' fflass = C.OoO 009 b C1 - coefficient of linear expansion of gl

d = 5 .75
Bore of manometer tube tubefare assumed to
Paper scale attached to tno glass-tube
be accurate at 2C C 
Scale corrections ( )

s G,02p ^e



Analysis of experiaentgl error 
The corrected height of the mercury manometer 

reading is given by the equation WlJ).

6s fs
l-(i -iiJ(t~20) ̂“ffl- _g __

1 +^ r w o )

Assuming that the uncertainties in 
negligible.

are

= «»'im* V ’

cm

v/here
d̂ ĉn  ̂ ------

Ss fs 1 -Fo
\- o- II t-EO)d^cn =  ̂ g:------
■i\a «s fs 1 - f„Ct-20) ,

¿h = Sj^*f20’ *̂'lm**'ra*''ŝ 'i?“_I— S—
—  ^  - 1 *P„Ct-20)a t f

4.  ̂ 4-tr in the height of the mercury manometer Thus the uncertainty in the neig
reading is

Ah = e cm
®s fs I  ̂ 1 - 20<
^f-(h.„-^h.„^c„)(f„-y- J
\(l * &„(t - 20)) ! J

.(«li)



lì ater dif far enti al mano ¡ne ter

The following reaàings are taken
Reading on scale; Left-hand arra

Right-hand ar:
Manometer temperature

The corrected height of the water columh 1 
calculated according to the relationship:

^ w mm.
h mm..rw
t °C

*ram H ise

cw

where

0-iw rw_ ^  p  ^ r  . f / t - ^
... (W-S)

s =: relative density of mercury, 13«595
-ir̂r, nf water = 0.000 195 9A = coefficient of expansion of water

P V/

f u n d v ;  = S'3Zmm.Bore of manometer tuo.., u./
Paper scales attached to the glass-tubes 
are assuxmed to be accurate at 2C C
Scale accuracy of paper = 0.025 ““»•

Analysis O  ̂ftvperimental err̂
The corrected height of the water 

„anoe.eter in »» Hg is given by the equation («• -

-1

Vi — (h "̂h ■*'̂ 0“cw " “̂iw rw s
Ss fs V-s .

Assuming that the percentage uncertainties in g,, 6 3* fw
0/ C , S are negligi^^®OVg» S»

hj.̂  = ^(^Iw* ^rw’





geeei'.««««*«««««««**«**” ********” **********“***““ *” ***” ***
m » 2 » prosran calcuJaUs the folloeias «juantiliesi *00003̂ «
00004̂ «
00005^«
0000̂ «̂
00007'̂
00008^«
00009'*
0 0 0 1 0 ' *
0 0 0 1 1 ' *

The corrected baroHeter and nanoneter heisht 
Volune and pressure changes of air 
Uork done on/by air 
Linear regression 
Volune of tyre 
External work done on tyre 
Uork done on tyre structure

— “ *•••*•— ••*“ •**— ***— *****"aaai00014 
00015' 
00020 
00030' 
00040 
00050 
00060 
00062 
0006# 
00066 
00068 
S0070' 
00075 
00080 
00100 
00110 
00120 
00130 
00140 
00150 
00160 
00170' 
00180' 
60200 
00210'  

00220 
00230 
00240 
00250 
00260' 
00270 
00280' 
00290 
00300 
00310 
00320

Re« Open the input and output file

Open -USPR06.DAT- 
Open -INPUTS .DAT' 
Open -PLDDAT.DAT- 
Open -PREOEF.DAT" 
Open -U0KDEF.DAT- 
Open '^STRDEF.DAT- 
Open -FORDEF.DAT-

for output as file 81 
' for input as file 82 
for output as file 83 
for output as file 84 
for output as file 85 
for output as file 86 
for output as file 87

r a T n U r M . ” di«ensio.s of the variables
DIH T<30), TK30), A(21)
DIM X(30), T(30)

ni n'.«»: P2<3«>: «3(3»). R3(3»). M(3»>

R „  read the t-v»lue at 95X level of sisniticaac. 

rAi/“2!7il!V.3.3.3.182 2 773 3 57, 2 „7,^^
r;Tr2:rB;:^.ird:^.it^.^.i:^/3;;i;;^.«!:2.«2:2.M8.2.»«.2.»«

Re. read the t-valu. at »»* level of .isoifi«»«



30330'
30343'
30350
00360'
00370
33380
03390
33430
00410'
K0420'
00440
00453'
00530
00510

Re« read the values of the constants

HAT READ A<21)  ̂ - o aDATA «•15»3-«25,9.8118186,9.80665,1.818E-4,1.959E-4, .84E-M ^^  .
DATA 13.5951,13.545884,13.59543,0.05,0.5,0.5,1.305271,0.99637987 
data 133.3224,0.32636,3.30532,0.00332,0.00035

03520 
00530 
00540 
03550 
00560 
00600 
00610' 
00620' 
01000 
01010'  

01320 
01330' 
01340 
01353 
01360 
01373 
01383 
01393 
01133 
01110 
01123 
01130' 
01140 
01150 
01160 
01170' 
01180 
01190 
01200 
01210 
01220' 

01230 
01240 
01251 
01260 
01270 
01280

Ren Defined Functions
PEF FHA<D1 ,D2)=A(15)*A(16)*<D1+A(2))*D2 a #*»\»JEF F»C(D3,M,i5)=An3).M15).M1i).SOR((2.tOIi4)*((l)5tAi2».r>3)«2)
DEF FND(D)=Pl*D*D/4
rErFrv<jr»M«'r7iii-i:inn.(F«MM.8).).(t/DeM(A<i2,M.ie..«2..<.*^
?EF ««<ur.U2:u3).A<17).M .(((LH(U3)).Ut).tU2.<t/U3-1)H

GOTO 2750

RF.H SUBROUTIHE PR06RAHS

Ren Subroutine for the linear regression analysis

Ren calculation 
X1=X2=Y1=Y2=Z=0 
FOR 1=1 TO N

of the suns and suns of squares

xi=xi+xa)
X2=X2+X(I)*X(I)
Y1=Y1+YU)
Y2=Y2+Y(I)*Y(I)
2 =Z +xa)*Y(i)

NEXT I

Ren calculation of the neans
H1=X1/H
H2»Y1/H

Re. c.lcuUtion of th. sun of squar« of devUtioas
S1»X2-H*H14M1
S2«Y2-M*H2*H2
S3*Z -N*H1*H2

R«fi calculation of slope and intercept 
B-S3/S1

Ren calculation of analysis of variance 
S4*S2-(B*B*S1)



01290 
01300' 
01310 
01330 
01340 
01350 
013^0 
01370 
01380 
01390 
01400 
01410 
0142# 
01430 
01440 
01450 
014Ó0 
01470 
01480 
01490 
01500 
01510 
01520 
01525 
01530 
01540' 
01545 
01550 
015À0 
01570 
01580 
01590 
0U00  
01Ó10 
0U15 
01Ó20' 
01630 
01640 
01650 
01660 
01670 
01680 
01690 
01700 
01710' 
02000 
02010 
02020 
02030 
52040' 
r*2050'

F rB«B«S1«(H>2)/S4

Ren print the calculated values 
PRINT 01 
PRINT #1,A4
PRINT «1 ^
PRINT i1 ,"Nunber of pairs of data: H » ;n
PRINT 11
PRINT i1 -Variables%-Hean”,"Std.Deviation-
PRINT 01,* X ",H1 ,SQR <S1^(N-1))
PRINT 01*" T ",H2 ,SQR <S2/(N“D)
PRINT 01
PRINT 01,"Fop the least square line- 
PRINT 0 1 ,"Intercept",“Slope"
PRINT 01, A *B 
PRINT 01
PRINT 01,"Analysis of variance^ ^
PRINT 01,"Source","S.S","D.0.F * M.S , N.S.R 
PRINT 01,"Resression",B*B*S1,H-(N-1),B*B*S1, 
PRINT 01,"Residual",84,N-2,S4/(N-2)
PRINT 0 1 ,"Total",S2,N-1 
PRINT 01
PRINT 0 1 ,*Std.Err.B","Std.Err.A","Corr.Coef

«Ki2!lMirsU!st»(N.H1.hU»

th. sisnitionce of the resr.osion coefficient

Ren (Null hypothesis)
T=(B-0)/SQR (S4/(S1*(H-2)))
PRINT 0 1 ,,"t-cal = ";T,
IF T<TKN-2) THEN PRINT 01,"♦♦♦" , ,
IF T>T1(N-2) AND T<T(N-2) THEN PRINT 01,
PRINT 01 
PRINT 01

PRINT 0 1 ,,"X(expt)%"Y(expt)","T(cal)"

 ̂ ' PRINT 0 1 ,,X(I),Y(I)»A+B=»X(I)

NEXT I 
PRINT 01 
PRINT 01,A$
PRINT 01,<PA>
RETURN %
Ren Subroutine for tenpereture corrections
C1=(B1-L)/(1+D1*Y>*̂ 2
C2«1-C1*T
RETURN



Í253Í
52510̂
02520
02530
02540'
02550'
025Ó0
02570'
02580:
02Ó00'
02¿10
02Ó20
02Ó25
02Ó30
02Ó40
02Ó50'
02660'
02670'

Ref* Subroutine for the calculation of external work oone 
on the tyre by the trapezoidal nethod 

U=U ♦ (Fl(¡Tl)+Fl(I))*(Z(I + n-Z(I)>/2 
RETURN

Ren subroutine for printins the labels of the table

'LLLLLL 'LULL 'LLLLLLLL 'LLLLLLLL 'LLLLLLLL 'LLLLL

PRINT «I’USINB 2580,"F(k.Nr,"Z(nf,)",‘’Wt(J)","««^J>"»’‘‘<^<J^"»"^^^^^’‘ 
PRINT m,AI 
PRINT »1 
RETURN

2680 REH MAIN PROGRAM
02690' 
02700' 
02750 
02760 
02765 
02770 
02775 
02780 
02785' 
02790 
02795 
02800 
02310' 
02820' 
03000 
0301003040
03050
03063
03070
03080'
03090
03100
03110
03120'
03130'
04000
04010
0402S
04030
04040
04050

Ren Bate of experinent or END 
READ #2, n
IF LEFT$(B4,1) = -E" THEN 
PRIHT^m »"Date of experinent :
PRINT B*
PRINT m

Ren Inflation pressure <NEU> or <SAHE>

IF^LEFTi iC4,1)= "S" THEN GOTO 4250

Ren Baroneier Readinss « t u
Ren read data in the order of T,H
READ »2 ,T, H 
D1-A<5)
1. =A(7)
60SUB 2000

Ren correction of baroneter readin»

«:Mir)tsrR<rC2U!!2).«2*<<H*Mn).C1aA<14))«2>

^e: iU rdU '/rnthroH ei"»? T,HU.ft.,H.ri»ht. 
READ 02,T, HI, H2 T*T-20 
B1-A(5)
L *A(8)



04060 
04070'
04080 
04090 
04100 
04110'
041*20 
04130 
04140 
04150' 
04160'
04170 
04180 
04210' 
04215 
04220 
04223 
04250 
04255 
04260: 
04270 
04280 
04290 
04295 
04305 
04310' 
04320 
04330 
04340' 
04350' 
05000 
05010 
05020' 
05030' 
05040 
05050 
05060' 
05070' 
05075 
05080 
05090 
05105 
05110 
05120' 
05130 
05140 
05150 
05160 
05170' 
05180 
05190'

60SUB 2000

Ren correction of the nercury nanoneter readinss 
P3*FHA<H1+H2,C2)
P4*FNC(C1,C2,H1+H2)

Ren calculation of the absolute initial pressure

P5*P1+P3
P6»SQR(P2*P2+P4*P4)

Ren volune of tyre in nt3 
READ 02, A2

Ren ratio of Vr/Vt 
READ 12 , A1

Ren print the calculated pressures
PRIMT 01 nil« ♦/- 0010.0000
'LLLULLLLLL pressure pip.pi) fMP(P2)
PRIHT «1 USING ;p7p4)
PRIRT 01 USING 4 2 6 0,"Inflation ,FHP(P3),^
PRINT 01 USING 4 2 6 0,"Absolute".FHP(P5),

PR1HT.-03, FHP(P3)
PRINT 01

Ren set counter to zero 
K=0
R „  c.lcuuti.» Of th. voluo. of th. air expaoded/cooprosoeU

H1(1)*V1<i>’®

Ren read the nunber of data N 
READ 02 , M

Re. read the Nth. value, of Nc(.«>

" "  * ■ ’R.I°rMd the helRht of the exp.«ded/co.pre..ed a.r

READ 02, HI

a d/co.pr....d air(N«>
Re. caUul.t. th. volu.. of the exp.»d.d/co.pr..s

vsd+i) = VI
NEXT I



04060 
04070̂
04080 
04090 
04100 
04110^
041*20 
04130 
04140 
04150^ 
04160'
04170 
04180 
04210' 
04215 
04220 
04223 
04250 
04255 
04260: 
04270 
04280 
04290 
04295 
04305 
04310' 
04320 
04330 
04340' 
04350' 
05000 
05010 
05020' 
05030' 
05040 
05050 
05060' 
05070' 
05075 
05080 
05090 
05105 
05110 
05120' 
05130 
05140 
05150 
05160 
05170' 
05180 
05190'

GOSUB 2000

Ren correction of the nercury nanoneter readings 
P3«FMA(H1+H2,C2)
P4*FNC(C1,C2,H1+H2)

Ren calculation of the absolute initial pressure 
P5*P1+P3
P6»SQR(P2oP2+P4*P4)

Ren volune of tyre in nt3 
READ 02, A2

Ren ratio of Vr/Vt 
READ 02 , A1

Ren print the calculated pressures

PRINT 01 . IIM0.0000 ♦/- 00»«-«««»
'LLLLLLLLLLL pressure (kPa) .  ̂rupipi) fNP(P2)

PRINT It USIHB 424R,"I»fUtJ0ii ,FRP(P3),FHP(r̂
PRINT 01 USING 4 2 6 0 ,"Absolute .FNP(P5),
PR1NT.03. FNP(P3)
PRINT 01

Ren set counter to zero 
K* 0

.................~ •' ..........
H1(1 )»V1 <1 ) * 0

Ren read the nunber of data N 
READ 02 , N

Rex read lb* Hih. val»« »»

' * ’R.«"r«d the h.i3bt of th. exp.»d.d/co«pr.ss.d « r

READ 02, HI

............... •: r  ■"
..... .

V3 (I+1 ) * V1 (I^1 )/A2

NEXT I



05500 
05510 
05520^ 
05522 
05525 
05527 
05530' 
05532 
05537' 
05538 
05540 
05550 
05565 
05570 

' 05580 
05590 
05600 
05610' 
05620 
05625 
05630 
05640 
05650' 
05660 
05670 
05680 
05690' 
05700 
05710 
05720 
05730' 
05732 
05740 
05750' 
05755 
05770' 
05780' 
06000 
06010 
06020 
r)6030 
.16040 
36050' 
36060 
J6070 
36080' 
J6035 
365S7 
•-:6390: 
36100'

Ren calculation of the rise in pressure pressure rise ratio 
P K D *  Rid) = 0

PRINT 111 AtPRINT «/ using 9020,"P(nnH2O)'*,"P1(««H9)","P1/P5’',“Pf/P5'’,-P1c/P5","Pfc/P5''
PRINT «1,At 

PRINT #1

Ren read the Nth. values of Twj Hwlf Hwr

Ren read data in the order of f, H(left), lHrj*3hl)
READ «2, T, HI, H2
T»T-20
F1»A<6)
L »A<8 )
GOSUB 2000

Ren correction of the water nanoneter readinss (nn)
P (I+1)aFNA(H1+H2,C2)
Pia+1)*(FNA(H1+H2,C2))/A(11)
P2d+t)*<PNC(C1,C2,HHH2))/A(11)

^ Ren calculation of pressure rise ratio 
R1(I + 1)=PH I + 1)/P5 
R2il+1) = 1 ♦ RU I+1)

xiam. ralrulaiion of the corrected pressure rise ratio
R3(I + 1)=R1(I + 1)+FHD(Ad9))*(HUH2)*1E-3*(1 + 1/A1)/(2*A2)

R4(I + 1)=1 + R3U + 1)

PRINT »1 USING 
NEXT I

PRINT N1,<PA>

Re» lineer rear..»«» enelysie of Pd.D vs HHI.D
FOR 1= 1 TO N

X(I)=H1(I+1)
T(I)=P (I+t)

NEXT I

PRINT «1 ,"Linear resression analysis of P<1+1> '̂5 
60SUB 1000

PRINT «t„"Uolu»e of lyre at differeat voluoe raUos*



FOR R = 1 TO d.B STEP -3.025
PRINT m  USING 6390,R,FNV(P5,B,R)

NEXT R
t * • ♦ 1 /■ I

PRINT «1,<PA>

¿253
'5203
:¿273
 ̂ n n

•2Ó293
>:¿333'
¡36313
•:¿323
e¿330^
0¿553
36510
36520
36530
36543
•36350'
:6360

Rí» U«.ür resression analysis of v m * > >  vs R K I s U
for ¡=Í to n

NEXT I

x(i)=Rin+i)
Y{I)=V1<I+1>

PRINT »1,"Linear resression analysis of Del.V vs Del.P /P< i"i^ ‘

C0SU6 1330

Rea lin.-.r reRression analysis of V H I H )  vs R3U*1)

FOR 1=1 TO N
X(I)*R3(I+1)
Y<I)=VUI+1)

NEXT I  . . .
it.eic nf liel V vs corr.Del.P/P^ii^l^^^T/ 

PRINT #1,"Linear regression analysis
GOSUB,1303

•363S3' 
:ó:90' 
3Ó630 
•' ó 3 • 3 
■:ó'.5

:¿633'
::ó640
•6Ó50
16663'
;A670'

'7?65

30

Re« add one to the counter 
L=k + 1 
PRINT , k

Re« se t 1 1 ag
ON K GOTO 7333,8330 ✓
Ren rea,i She load and oefl.stions dalas 
?1(l)--Zl(l)=Z2(l>=Z3\n=0

Re« read the Nth. values of FÍ, 2e, Zcl, 2c2 
PRINT «7, N

READ N2,

NEXT I ,
PRINT «3/-1.0’*,"-!-«
PRINT «3\PRINT V

m  CALCULATE THE EXTERHAL UORK MHE OH THE TTRE



VÌ7323'
y?330'
37500
37510
37520
37530
37540
3755Ö 
37560 
37570' 
37580' 
•38500 38510 
38520' 
38530 
38535 
38540 
38551 38560 38570 38580' 38590 38600 08605 38610 38620' 38630' 38650 08660 08670' 08700' 08710 08720 08730 38740'

r.en exteio.ii work dorte M.r.t. expansion process
U=:(1)=3
rOS 1=1 TOMz(i+i>=zi*:i+i)

GOSUB 2500 
UKI + 1 >=U

î EXT I

r;en e x t e r n a l  work done w.r.l. 1st. compression process
Li=2(1)=0 
FOR 1= 1 TO K

2vl+1>=Z2(I+1)
60SUB 2300 
U2(I+1)=U

HEXT I

Rem external work done w.r.t. 2nd. compression process
U=Z(1)=0 
FOR 1= 1 TO H

Zn+1)=Z3<I + 1)
605UB 2500 
U3(I+I)*W

HEXT 1

REH CALCULATION OF THE WORK DONE ON THE STRUCTURE 
U4(1)=U5(1)=U6(1)=0

Rem calculation for the expansion process 
PRINT »1,"EXPANSION PROCESS"
FOR 1=1 TO N

Rem uork done by air 
64* A2/(A2-V1(1+1>)
U4(I+1)* PNU (P5,P1fG4)

Rem uork done on the structure of the tyre 
S1(I*1)= UKI+1) - U4(I+1)
S4(I*1)-S1(1*1)/UHI+1)*100

NEXT I

Ren print the calculated values 
60SUB 2560

‘ ' pkI J A i using w » . m u u . i u u u , m u u , m i * u . s u u v . s m * u  

NEXT I



d875i
0876»
0877«'
08780
08800
08810
08820
08830
08840
08850'
08860
08870
09000s

PRIHT 01,AI 
PRIHT 81,<PA>

Re«°«o” *don« on the air «.r.t. 2nd. conpresslon process
FOR I* 1 TO H

Z2(I*1)=Z3(1+1)
U2(l+1)=W3a+1)

NEXT 1

Ren fornat for printinR ‘h*
«Id.»« «»«I.«»»» ««««.««SI «HU»««««»

39010s «».000H H  * m L U L  'ULLLLL 'LLLLLL
09020s 
09030' 
09040' 
09500 
09510 
09520 
0953» 
09540' 
09550 
09560 
0957» 
09580 
09590' 
09600 
09610 
09615 
09620' 
09630 
09640 
09650' 
09660 
09670 
0968« 
09690' 
0970.0' 
09750 
09760 
09770 
09780' 
09790 
09800' 
09810 
09820 
09830 
09840 
09850' 
09860

LLLLLLLL 'LLLLULL 'LULLLLL LLLLLLL

RRIH“ ll” cOHPRESsio” iROM (Uncorrected pressure)'

PRIRT «1 
GOSUB 2560

for I = 1 TO N ^
Reft uorK done on Ine axr

" 61-R2(I*1)
«5(I+1)s FHU (P5,P1,G1)

Re, uork done on ll«*

NEXT I 
PRINT II,A$
PRINT «1,<PA>

PRlK"Il”-MHrRErsror’pRO«rs*(C:ir«
PRINT «1

GOSUB 2560

 ̂ 'rIh work done on the air 

U6U+1)* FHU (P5,P1,62)

R.e work done on the structure



ii987» 
«9875 
39880' 
39890 
39900 
39910' 
39920 
39930' 
39940 
39950 
09960' 
39970' 
39980 
39990 
10000 
10010 
11020 
11030' 
10040 
10050 
11060' 
10070 
10080 
10090 
10100 
10110 
10120' 

10130 
10140
10142
10143
10144 
10146 
10148 
10155 
40158 
10160' 
10170 
10180 
10190'
10195
10196 
10197' 
10200 
10210 
10220' 
10230' 
99999

S3(I+1)=U2<I+1) - U6(I+1)
S6(1+1)=S3(I+1)/U2(I+1)*100

Ren print the calculated values
PRINT 81 USING 9000,FI(1+1),22(1+1),U2(I+1),U6(I+1),S3(I*1),S6(I+1)

NEXT 1

PRINT 81,Al 
PRINT 81,<PA>

Ren linear resression analysis of Ua(exp) vs Ua(conp)
FOR I = 1 TO N

X(I)*U5(I+1)
Y(I)=U4(I+1)

NEXT 1

PRINT 81,“Linear regression analysis of Ua(exp) vs Ua(conp)“
60SUB 1000

Ren linear regression analysis of Ua(exp)/Ua(conp) vs Ua(conp)
FOR I * M O  N

X(I)=U5(I+t)
Y(I)»U4(I+1)/U5(I+1)

NEXT I

PRINT resrissioo analysis of Ua(exp)/Ua(conp) vs Ualconp)”

60SUB 1000
PRINT 84\PR1NT 85\PRINT 86 
PRINT 84,N\PRINT 85,N\PRINT 86,N

'print «4 71(141).&DTMT as 7UI+1) Z2<I+1).U1(I+1).U2(I+1),W4(I+1),U6(I+1)fS1(i-i J»Sj(i + 1)
PRINT 86 21(I+1) ! z 2(I + 1),U4(I+l)/U1(I + l ) ,U6(I+r)/U2(I+1),S4(Ir') ,S6(H1)

NEXT I

Ren set flag
ON L SOTO 5500, 2750

PRINT “ End of data in file 82 
PRINT 83,"-1.0"

Ren close file 
CLOSE 1 ,2 ,3,4,5, 6

ENB



00100 
00200 
00300 
00400 
00500 
00600 
00700 
00750 
00800 
00850 
00900 
01000 
01050 
01100 
01200 
01300 
01400 
01500 
01600 
01700 
01750 
01800 
02100 
02200 
02250 
02270 
02275 
02700 
02800 
02900 
03000 
03100 
*03200 
03300 
03400 
03500 
03600 
«3700 
«3800 
«3900 
04000 
«4100 
04200 
«4300 
04400 
«4500 
«4600 
«4700 
«4800

AMALYSIS OF TYRE LOAD-PRESSURE-DEFLECTlOM DATA

PROGRAH TUPD

DIHENSION U( 1000),D( 1000)

SPECIFY THE INPUT AND OUTPUT FILE

OPEN(UNIT=20,DEVICE=̂ DSK̂ riU-'PU*DAT.DAT',ACCF̂ ^̂ ^
OPEH(UHIT=1 ,DEVICE="DSK',FILE=aODEPE.DAT »ACCESS- SEQOUT )

C READ THE TITLE OF THE PROGRAM
C

TYPE 100
100 FORMAT (1H ,'TITLE, MAX Of 16 CHRS.')

READ (5,1) H1,H2 
‘ FORMAT (2A8)

READ THE INFLATION PRESSURE 
K̂ 0
READ(20,*)PP 
IF (PP) 6,3,3

READ THE LOAD AND DEFLECTION

READ(20,4)UU,DD 
FORMAT (5F)
IF (DD) 2,5,5
K=K+1
U(K1«UU
D(K)>DD
P<K)»PP
60 TO 3
CDN»1.0
DDN-0.1

3 VALUES FOR POWER INDEX 

DO 9 J*1,3
DH»CDH+(J-2)*DDH

TRAHSrORH lOAB/REFLECTIOH TO OWE LINEAR EDUAtlOH 

DO 8 I^lfK
UD(1)»U(I)/D(I)**88
CALL REG (P,UD,K,AA(J),BB(J),SD(J)>



04900 C
05000 C
05100 G
05200
05300
05400 C
05500 C
05600 c
05700 10
05800
05900 11
06000 c
06100 c
06200 c
06300 12
06400
06500 c
06600 c
(»6700 C
06800* 13
06900
07000
07100 C
•37200 C
07300 C
07400 14
07500
07600
07700 C
07800 C

TERHIHATE ANALYSIS IF POUER INDEX INCREHENT » 0.0125

07900 C 
08000 IS 
08100 
08200 C 
08300 C 
08400 C 
08S00 1A 
08600 17
08700 
08800 
08900 
09000 
09100 18
09200 19
09300 
09400 
09500 
09600 
09700 20
09800 
09900

IF (DDN.LT.0.013) GO TO 16 
IF {SD(2)-SD<3))11,13,10

INCREASE POUER INDEX

CDH«CDN'»DDN 
60 TO 7
IF (SD(2)-SD(1))15,14,12

DECREASE POUER INDEX

CDN»CDN>DDN 
60 TO 7

HALVE POUER INDEX INCREMENT AND INCREASE INDEX

DDN-DDN/2.0 
CliN*CDN+DDN 
GO TO 7

HALVE POUER INDEX AND DECREASE INDEX

DDN=DDN/2.0 
CDN=CDN-DDN 
GO TO 7

HALVE POUER INDEX INCREHENT BUT MAINTAIN INDEX

DDN«DDN/2.0 
80 TO 7

CHOOSE BEST FIT ON BASIS OF RMS

IF (SD(2)-SD(3))18,20,17
DH>CDN^DDN
SDHsSD(3)
AsAA(3)
B-BB(3)
00 TO 21
IF (SD(2)-SB(1))20,20,19
DN«CBN>DDN
SDH-SDd)
A«AA(1)
B»BB(1)
60 TO 21
DN»CDN
SDH*SD<2)
A»AA(2)



10Ì00
1 0 1 0 0 c 
1 0 2 0 0 c
10300 C 
10400 21
10S00 
10600 22 
10700 C 
10800 C 
10900 C 
11000 
11100 
11200 
11300 
11400 
11500 
11600 
11700 
11800 
11900 1
12000 1 
12100 1 
12200 1 
12300' I 
12400 <
12500 
12600 
12700 
12800 
12900 
13000 
13100 
13200 
13300 
13400 
13500 
13600 
13700 
13900 
14000 
14100 
14200 
14300 
14400 
14500 
14600 
14700 
14800 
14900 
15000 
15100

23

27

24

28

BsBB(2)
CALCULATE SUH OF SQUARES ABOUT FITTED EQUATION

SDA»0.0 
DO 22 1=1,KSDA=SDA+(U(I)-(A+B*Pn))*D<I)**BH)=»*2.0

ROOT MEAN SQUARE 

SDA=SQRT(SDA/(K-3>)
TYPE 104 
READ(5,*)KP 
TYPE 105
READ(5,4)(P(J),J=1fKP)
TYPE 106 
READ<5,*)KD 
TYPE 107

FO« FITTE, ,.U«ESO

S t'.IS ryrE?^.'o«FORKiATdH /DEFLECTIONS (HH) -TAB. 5 1

CALCULATE FITTED VALUES 

1=0
DO 23 K=1,KP 
DO 23 J=1,KD 
1 = 1 + ̂UD(I)=<A+B*P(K))*D<J)**DN

FORWT(ir.'AHALYSIS OF LOAO-PRESSURE-IEFLECTIOH OATAO 

URITE<1,24)H1,H2,A,B,BH.SI>MJ* b„ hv//1H .2A8/.MH ,5X, 
FORHAT(///tH „  L-... F7.4//1H ,1»X,

=',Ett.4,5X.'B RHS ̂ ,E1I 4///1H ,

3^FITTED VALUES'/IH ,7X, P U , »

PRINT THE FITTED VALUES 

1=0
DO 25 K=1,KP 
DO 25 J=1,KD

URITE<1,26)P(K),D(J),UI>n)
FORHATdH ,F10.1,Fl»-2fE15.4)

STOP 
END



1520» C 
15300 
15400 (
15500 I 
15600 I 
15700 
15800 
15900 
16000 
16100 
16200 
16300 
16400 
16500 
16600 
16700 
16800 
16900 
17000 
17100 
17200 
17300 
17400 
17500 
17600- 
17700 
17800 
17900 
18000 
18100 
18200 
18300 
18400 
18500 
18600 
18700 
18800 
18900

SUBROUTIHE RE6(X,Y,H,A,B,SD)

SUBROUTINE FOR LINEAR REGRESSION

DIKENSION X(1000),Y(1000)
SXS0.0
SY«0.0
SXY»0.0
SXSQ»0.0
SYSQ«0.0

DO 1 J>1,N 
SX*SX+XU)
SY*SY+Y(J)
SXY»SXY+X(J)*Y(J)
SXSQ«SXSQ-^X(J)«X(J)
SYSQ*8YSQ+Y(J)*Y(J)
AN>FLOAT(N)

SLOPE OF LINE

B«(SXY-SX*SY/AN)/(SXSQ-SX*SX/AH) 

INTERCEPT OF THE LINE 

A*SY/AN-B*SX/AN
Es (SYSQ-SY*SY/AN)-B*B*(SXSQ-SX*SX7AN)

ROOT MEAN SQUARE

SD=SQRT(E/(AN-2.0))
RETURN

CLOSE(UNIT=1)
END



1\
t.

c
|p02Ovl C 
100300 
|p0400 
I0 0 5OO C |006Ĉ 0 
P07OO 
100800 
I0O9OO ' 
01000 
OllOO 
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on"-um!TT=i!'”vici=̂ ^

ir;ir.'sTAPT .r the prockam '
% R M A i r  TYPF. OF TYRK 'r/>
READ(5,2O00)TITLE1 
WRlTE(lr20O0)TlTLEl
FORMATC ' test t y r e: ,2X,R6) 

enter the ihpht data
type 3000 WID'̂ H('̂ M) »DRIMCMM) , MOM. OF ITER )FORMATC' enter CHORO(MM),WID.m.READ(5,»)CH0Rn,WIDTH,DRIM,..UM
FORHATC//)

CONVERT THE DATA INPUT INTO UETRES
rMORn=CH0R0/(2.'’''f't'0AT(METRE))
WIDTH=VIIDTn/(2.PTEI''̂ /''''t'’̂ '̂*®’’
ROWS^WIDTH/CHORD
CHWID=1.0/R0’'̂St)RIM=DRl«/ELOM (METRE)

■ enter the INFLATION PRESSURE
roRHAn'' enter the inflation pressure in era c-i.a
rFfp^ESr.^T^^S^ICOTO I

enter the heicht of the tyre in 
Vo"^.^rr enter the initial ano final heicht i. ■
nEA0(5,’«')HEIRST,HLAST 1

?i;f.?=rHfl̂ c"H=r2i?fFL"ô AirMEiRF.I,

r.irorH^i^.iT"H:;po
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OPEN THE Ol.TP.IT FILE ,rc-S.'.='SEOm.T ' , FI I.E=''»ST t-F . W T ' .OrT*l(llKTT = l ,’̂’̂VICF.= ’7o'C

;';5;E'"?H;f-ir;Hr^T»PT .r the peocra.. ' 
m r m a t c ' e?‘''̂er ttpe of ttre './)
READ(5,2O0O)TITLF1
WRITEC 1 » 2 0 O 0 )T lT I iE l
FORMAT! ' test TYRE:',2X,A6) 

enter the lllPt.T DATA
F O R M A ? r ^  e n t e r  C H O R O ( H M ) . V I I P T H ( ' . M ) . n R I '< ( M . I ) , . M IM .
K s U k HORP,WIDTH,DRIM,NUN

FORMäTC//)

CO-.VERT THE DATA INPUT INTO METRES

i s Ä K Ä i S ! !
ROWS—w
Ôrii“=0^f//rDOAT(HETRE,

enter the inflation pressure e„o)')
ToRMAif' enter the inedation pressure in kp /̂ <
fprp^iir.rT“o!oicoTo i

enter the reicht of the tyre in nideinetres
enter the INITIAD and ETNA. REICHT IN NN

R E A D (5 , » )H F I R o T ,n u

ISricS/troFFLoATCMETREI) height=th ei gh/c y.' 
urTTE(5,T)THEIGH 
S ” ?0=HETr.. .T/rH0P0
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0TYRE=DRIM+ C2*0*HFIGHT)

e s t i m a t e  t h e  C U R V A T U R E  A N C L E  B Y  NEWTON R A P H S O H  ME T HOD  

C A L L  M E H T O M C R A T I O , f e t a , D E C )
type 5OWO,RATtO,C!lWin,OTYRE,0EO
Ì R I T E C l , 5 0 0 0 3 R A T I O , C H W I D , O T Y R E , D E f ,

ÌoRMAtU x ,'RATIO OF HEIGHT/CHORD : ,F12.6,/,_- __ r̂iA»rN/1JTn?H •12X#*RAT10 OF C H O R D / > R 22X,'DIAMETFR of TYRE (HFTRES) 
32X,'THETA (DEGREES-SIN)

',Fl2.6,/r ',F12.6,/, 
',3X,F6.3)

COMPUTE THE initial ancle EOR PRESSURE CALCULATION
CALL N E W 0 ’. < S ( R 0 W S ,ALPHA,DEG)
WRITE(5,5575)DEG 
«RITE(1,5575)DEG% rMATC2X,'ALPHA (DEGREES-COS)

PRINT THE HEADING OF THE TABLE 
WRiTECt r6000)  ̂ a- PF/PI
f o r n a t c s x ,' PFCKPA) ,3X,

,3X,F5.3)

:%2X,F8.4,/)

' ,5X,'DEFCMrt)',

15X LOADCKN) ',//i

COMPUTE THE t-ENGIN- CONTACT 
DO 70 PErt=1.0»40.‘]»I"’’
KN=2Î0*sSRTcfDTïRE7OEF)-CDEF»DEF))

FORCE=0.O
p=0.0
OELTAP550.0

COHP..TE THE RADIAL DEFLECTION OF SEGMENT
nn 500 N = 1,NU'1 , o, wrFT.OAT(SUM)*FL0AT(KuM) );;t^i^^2ENni!KRD))»(l.U-V^H)/SQRT(CDTYRE/SECLE^
1(DTYRE/SEGLEN)-VAR)
DIFFER=RATI0-H

)♦
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COMPUTE THE MEW CURVATURE AMGLECAliL NEWTON (DIFFER »gamma , DEG)
th et a=gamma
rriMDiiTF THE NEW PRESSURE

1SIU(2.0*THETA)))/THETA
pspRESS^VFIRST/VLAST

1THETA))*SECLEN/FL0RTCN0K)

^̂ '¿” 'o=(PRES.S*OEI.TAP)/PRESS

ppint the ppessup.ec kp a),deflectio.ch.) and FORCECKrn
MRITE(5,7D0D)P,PRATIO.DEFI,FORCE
SiUi;!E?2:e:s!i:^.12?lsi,FS.2.SX.En.6,

CONTINUEWRlTRa»6500)
rORMATClHl)
CONTINUE 
GOTO 30
CLOSE THE OUTPUT FILE
CLOSECUNlTsl)
STOPEND

SUBROUTINE NEWTON(A,DELTA,A ’GLE) 
nF.I..TA=1 -57
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F=0.0  ̂ .IF CA-0.475)1»4,4
FORMATr'COF.mCIEMT TOO SMAM,')
OrlTA=OE>jfA-r/CCOSCDKl.TA>-A!
A»IGLE=DF.LTA*180.0/3*1^2
IF ^
A=ADELTA=DELTA
amgle=amglf.
CONTINUE

return
end

SHRROUTINE NF.WOWSC A .DELTA, A'lGOE)
nr.LTA=l .57
IF^(A-0.^75)1,4,4
??iRHATr'COEFFICIEMT TOO SMALL')
OEl?AioELTAAr/(SIHCD^LTA)TA)

IF (ABS(F)-O.0OO0®1>^'^''
A=ADEIiTAsDETiTA
angle=angle
continue

return
END
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